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ABSTRACT
Fractal Hofstadter Band Structure in Patterned Dielectric Superlattice
Graphene Systems
Carlos Forsythe

The development and characterization of lithographically patterned dielectric superlattice
systems are presented, which have enabled the first clear realization of fully developed fractal
mini-gaps owing to the interplay between a quantizing magnetic field and a lithographically
defined spatial superlattice potential. Following a history of lateral superlattice gating on 2-D
electron gas systems, we present patterned dielectric superlattice graphene systems of unmatched
quality, allowing for the characterization of Hofstadter fractal band structure under triangular and
square lattice geometries. Hexagonal boron nitride, graphene heterostructures are uniquely suited
to integration with patterned gating structures, due to their high mobility and thin encapsulating
dielectric environment. These systems have already been utilized for the observation of
Hofstadter’s fractal spectrum through the moiré superlattice effect, but such systems are limited
in their tunability. The patterned dielectric superlattice allows for control of the superlattice
geometry, polarity, and strength. Utilizing this control, we compare the resultant fractal spectra
from both triangular and square superlattice potentials, which confer unique gap structures in
agreement with their lattice symmetry. More generally, patterned dielectric superlattices can be
used to generate a variety of spatially dependent scalar potentials onto van der Waals
heterostructures with length scales of order 10nm, while maintaining low disorder.
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Chapter 1: Previous theoretical and experimental work in
superlattice systems
1.1 Introduction
In 1976, Douglas Hofstadter published a description of the fractal energy spectrum of
electrons in a 2-D lattice under strong magnetic field [1]. More precisely, this fractal structure
emerges when the magnetic flux through each unit cell of the lattice becomes large enough to

rival the quantum flux unit, ϕ = ℎ⁄ . In the decades since then, many have worked to generate

this fractal spectrum under experimentally realizable magnetic fields by employing long

wavelength artificial “superlattice” systems [2–7]. The requirements on such a superlattice
system, in which the 2-D electron gas (2DEG) is acted upon by a lattice potential with
unnaturally long periodicity, are restrictive. The lattice must be large enough that the flux
requirement can be met in accessible magnetic fields. However, too large and spectrum energies
diminish to the point of becoming obscured by disorder [8]. These constraints give a required

superlattice periodicity of order 10 nm, and in meeting this requirement, significant disorder is

often introduced onto the host 2DEG through lithographic processes. For these reasons, despite
a significant communal effort, a clear realization of this fractal spectrum remained elusive until
the discovery of the moiré superlattice in graphene on hexagonal boron nitride (hBN)
heterostructures [9–11].
The moiré superlattice, discovered as I was beginning my graduate program at Columbia
University, arises from an interference between the graphene and hBN lattices, creating an
effective superlattice potential of periodicity,

≅ 14 nm, when they are brought in direct
1

contact. Unperturbed by lithographic patterning, these moiré systems have very low disorder.
This fortuitous effect, allowed for the first clear characterization of Hofstadter’s fractal band
structure through transport measurements, done in the Kim Lab and a few others [12–14].
However, the moiré superlattice is quite limited in its tunability. The geometry of the lattice, its
strength, and wavelength cannot be altered, limiting the depth to which the spectrum can be
characterized. These limitations brought us toward the breadth of work done in lithographically
patterned superlattices, predominantly in GaAs-AlGaAs heterojunctions [2–4,6].
The focus of this dissertation is the development and measurement of lithographically
patterned dielectric superlattice graphene systems. Through direct patterning of a SiO2 substrate
via electron beam lithography, a superlattice gating structure can be achieved which is
significantly more tunable than the moiré system, yet of sufficient quality to manifest
Hofstadter’s band structure clearly. Hexagonal boron nitride, graphene heterostructures are
uniquely suited to spatially varying field effect gating because of the thin dielectric encapsulation
and high mobilities [15–19].
In this chapter, my intent is to outline both the theoretical and experimental work done
previously in the field of 2-D superlattice systems; specifically work aimed toward the
realization of fractal band structures in magnetic field. In the following chapter, I present our
findings in moiré superlattices, before moving onto my efforts in fabricating an artificial
superlattice potential onto a graphene 2DEG. This engineering work took substantial effort over
multiple years, resulting in a variety of attempted device architectures. I present transport
measurements from my ultimate design, dielectric superlattices, for both triangular and square
lattice geometries, demonstrating the flexibility of this system. Finally, I consider this flexibility
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and what other systems and measurements we can hope to accomplish using dielectric
superlattice graphene systems.

1.2 Quantum Hall in graphene
As an introduction to the more exotic fractal quantum Hall spectrum proposed by
Hofstadter, I will introduce the quantum hall effect in graphene. For this section, I used
extensively this review by Edward McCann [20]. Our use of the graphene system in these
experiments is primarily as a high-mobility 2DEG. Our primary interest is in the potentials
imparted onto that 2DEG, through periodic gating structures and magnetic fields. Nonetheless,
graphene’s hexagonal lattice produces a unique band structure which results in a peculiar Landau
spectrum.

Figure 1.1: Diagram of graphene lattice. Each unit cell contains two orbitals; one belonging to
each sub-lattice, A and B. In the presented tight binding model, we only consider hopping
between the 3 nearest neighbors of an orbital.
The graphene lattice has two atomic sites per unit cell, which form two sub-lattices, A
and B. At neutral doping, each atomic site contains a single electron in the 2pz orbital; all lower
3

energy electrons are bound in either the 1s2 orbital or hybridized sp2 orbitals which bind the
carbon atoms into a lattice and define its geometry [21]. Consequently, we measure graphene at
fermi energies near the bonding energy,

, of this singly filled 2pz orbital. The Hamiltonian

for this system which arises from the tight binding model, and only nearest neighbor hopping
is [20]:
=

−

∗

( )

−

( )

=

!" #/√&

+2

) !" #/ √&
cos(

- ./2)

This Hamiltonian is a 2x2 matrix because each unit cell contains two 2pz orbitals, one centered at
each of the atomic sites. Since an atomic site’s nearest neighbors belong to a different sublattice, nearest neighbor hopping terms appear as off-diagonal hopping contributions, modulated
. Here, ., refers to the graphene lattice constant (not the

by the positive hopping energy,

carbon-carbon distance) which is 2.46Å.

This system is naturally doped near the bonding energy,

, so we set

this doping, momenta are limited in k-space to values near two distinct momenta:

= 0. Near

44
01 = 2 3 , 07
3.

Where, 2 = ±1. It is therefore helpful to define 9 = ℏ − ℏ01 . Under this definition of 9, the
tight-binding Hamiltonian for the system simplifies greatly:
1

0
= ;< =
29- − >9?

29- − >9?
@
0

where ;< is the fermi-velocity in the system. This linear band structure is a central property of

graphene and affects its magnetic spectrum. The two orbitals of graphene lead to a 2-fold degree
4

of freedom, termed “valley” in graphene. This degeneracy compounds the 2-fold spin
degeneracy already present in a 2pz orbital leading to a 4-fold degeneracy in graphene.
Once magnetic field is introduced in the system, the canonical momentum operator in the
Hamiltonian,

1,

takes a new value.

9 = −>ℏ∇ + B

where B is the magnetic vector potential, and – the electron charge. As in a parabolic

dispersion, quantization under a magnetic field results in a ladder of Landau energies. A
consequence of the linear dispersion however, is that the Landau quantization in graphene
creates a zero-energy state which is 4-fold degenerate. The zero energy density of graphene
conforms to a single electron per atomic site, or 2 electrons per unit cell, resulting in a half-filled
zero energy Landau level at neutral doping. Another consequence of the linear band structure is
that the Landau levels are unevenly spaced in energy.
D = 0, DE,± = ±;< √2ℏ FG G ∈ ℕ
As a result, landau gaps closer to the zero energy state are larger.
In transport, we measure quantum hall behavior through the parallel and transverse

conductance, J-- and J-? . In our graphene samples, these conductance values are defined by the

bulk and edge states. If the Fermi energy in the graphene resides within a partially filled Landau
level, the bulk conducts, resulting in a non-zero J-- . If the graphene is electrostatically doped to

bring the Fermi energy within gaps of the Landau spectrum, J-- falls to zero and J-? becomes
quantized:

J-- = 0

J-? = − (2G + 1) L
K

5

MN O
P

Q

G∈ℤ

Within a Landau gap, there are no extended states in the bulk region and it becomes an insulator.
All conductivity in the system is then defined by edge modes. The quantization plateaus in J-?
are spaced by

MN O
P

, four-times the quantum of conductance owing to the four-fold degeneracy in

graphene. Since the zero energy landau level is already half filled at zero doping, these first
plateaus occur at half filling in electron or hole carrier density, giving a transverse conductance,
J-? = ±

NO

P

.

As the magnetic field increases, the four-fold degeneracy in graphene is lifted allowing
for the complete set of integer plateaus to be measured:
J-- = 0

J-? = −n L P Q
NO

G∈ℤ

The spin degeneracy lifts through Zeeman interaction with the magnetic field. The valley
degeneracy, however, does not couple to the magnetic field in a straightforward manner, and is
in fact protected by inversion symmetry. Through many-body coulomb interaction effects
however, this degeneracy also lifts at large enough magnetic fields. These quantum Hall
conductance plateaus were reported in graphene starting in 2005 soon after the successful
isolation of single layer graphene for transport measurements [22–24].
The dielectric superlattice devices on which this dissertation focuses, do not show this

symmetry breaking at the fields measured (F ≤ 15 T). Therefore, our characterization of these

systems under magnetic field is focused on fractal subbands of the full 4-fold degenerate Landau
levels.
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1.3 Hofstadter effect
1.3.1 Hofstadter effect in graphene
Hofstadter’s original 1976 publication [1] presented an exotic quantum spectrum for
electrons in both a 2-D crystal and a magnetic field. While his initial finding focused on a square
lattice, similar fractal spectra are expected for a variety of lattice symmetries [1,25]. Since the
previous given description of the quantum Hall effect in graphene does not suggest a fractal
spectrum, I would first like to start with how this description fails.
As in the presented description of the quantum hall effect in graphene, Hofstadter uses

the magnetic vector potential, B, to redefine

⟶

K

ℏ

9 + B in his tight binding equation for

the square lattice. But, in order to generate a Hofstadter spectrum, this substitution must enter
the tight-binding Hamiltonian before it is approximated by small momenta around 01 :
=W
−

∗ K
3
ℏ

9+ B 7

−

3

K

ℏ

9+ B 7

X

If we consider the Landau gauge, B = (0, FY, 0), for a constant field F = FẐ , the

hopping operator, (9, Y ), takes the form:
(9, Y ) =

#
√&ℏ

" \N]-

+2

)#
√&ℏ

" \N]-

cos(9- ./2ℏ)

Reclaiming the linear form of (9, Y) upon which the Landau spectrum for graphene is based,

would require that the added magnetic field components, are small:
. FY
≪1
ℎ
7

Here I am omitting numeric factors of order 1. The Y operator, acting on Bloch functions in a

lattice, will take values of order the lattice periodicity, .. If we then consider the lattice cell area,

B=

√&

. , the requirement becomes (again omitting numerical factors):
ϕ
≪1
ϕ

ϕ = BA

ϕ =

ℎ

This is comparison of two fluxes, the flux through each lattice cell, ϕ, and the quantum flux unit,
ϕ . Indeed, for any normal lattice found in nature, of which the periodicity is on the order of

Angstroms, this ratio of fluxes is miniscule for any magnetic field we can create in a lab. For
example, even a ϕ⁄ϕ = 1⁄100 condition in graphene requires a field of over 780 Tesla.

Clearly, the Landau spectrum, calculated under the assumption that hopping energies between
nearest-neighbor atomic sites is minimally perturbed by the presence of magnetic fields is a good
description of these systems at all magnetic fields attainable in a lab. Hofstadter’s spectrum

arises when ϕ and ϕ are of the same order. It was therefore purely theoretical at the time it was
published, though he proposed that such a spectrum could be realized in a fabricated lattice of
much larger periodicity.
1.3.2 Hofstadter effect in a square lattice
The Hofstadter original spectrum arises from injecting the full canonical momentum

operator, 9 − B, under a magnetic field into the single band Bloch energy function, a( ), for a

square lattice [1]:
a

= 2D Lcos(

- .)

+ cos

?.

Q=D

8

!b #

+

) !b #

+

!" #

+

) !" #

This is called a Peierl’s substitution and transforms a( ) into an effective Hamiltonian for the

system. Under the Landau gauge B = FYcd.
e=D L

Operators

) - ∙ d⁄ℏ

db #⁄ℏ

+

) db #⁄ℏ

N
d" #⁄ℏ) #]ℏ

+

+

N
) d" #⁄ℏ\ #]ℏ
Q

form translation operators when acting on 2-D wave functions, g(Y, c). The

time-independent Schrödinger equation, e g(Y, c)= Dg(Y, c) becomes:
D =g(Y + ., c) + g(Y − ., c) +

N
) #]ℏ
g(Y, c

+ .) +

N
#]ℏ
g(Y, c

− .)@ = Dg(Y, c)

This equation links the wave function, g(Y, c), to its neighbors a full lattice period away, making

the following substitution helpful: (Y, c) = (G., h.). Since the Schrödinger equation only

involves Y, g(Y, c) has a simple wavelike dependence in c: g(h., G.) =

iE

j(h). These

substitutions lead to a simplified difference equation, which was published by Harper before
Hofstadter tackled the problem [26]:
j(h + 1) + j(h − 1) + 2klm (24hn − ; )j(h) = j(h)

Here

= D/D and n = ϕ⁄ϕ as defined for a square unit cell (ϕ = Ba ). It is an equation that

had puzzled many physicists before (and after) Hofstadter’s contribution, for its solutions rely on
the rationality of n.

In a recent talk at the APS March meeting in 2017, Hofstadter explained his thoughts on
being introduced to the problem in an invited talk, “Bumping into the Butterfly, When I Was But
a Bud”. His academic advisor, Wannier, introduced him to the problem and upon being told that
the rationality of n seemed to play a role in the solutions, Hofstadter himself found the assertion
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ridiculous. But, having come to Wannier after a frustrating turn elsewhere in physics, he felt he
had to give the problem an honest attempt.
If n = 9/p is a rational number (9, p co-prime) then the difference equation can be

solved and has physical solutions. This can be seen by rewriting Harper’s equation like so:
j(h + 1)
− 2klm (24hn − ; )
3
7=L
j(h)
1

j(h)
−1
Q3
7
j(h − 1)
0

The 2x2 matrix in this equation is referred to as B(h). Products of B matrices can be multiplied

to generate an entire ladder of values j(h) of the wave function from qj(1)

j(0)rs .

Physically, however, the wave function must be bounded, which would follow from a periodicity
condition on B(h). So, if there exists some integer, p (the period), such that B(h + p) =

B(h), then specifically, 24(h + p)n − ; = 24hn − ; + 249, 9 ∈ ℤ. That is, the respective
arguments of the cosine terms of B(h + p) and B(h), can only differ by a multiple of 24.

Algebraically, this means n = 9/p, a rational number.

For the purposes of this dissertation, I will stop with this somewhat naïve derivation of

the rationality condition. The periodicity condition on B matrices, does not, in fact, encompass

all solutions for which j(h) remains bounded. However, more in-depth analysis still requires
rational n in order to solve for the allowed energies within the band structure.
1.3.3 Hofstadter’s Butterfly
Hofstadter used a computer to solve the Schrodinger equation at a multitude of rational

n = 9/p for a square potential, which was somewhat cutting-edge for the time. His vital

contribution to this problem was exploring and describing the atypical set of solutions which
arose. At a field corresponding to n = 9/p, there are p distinct bloch bands in energy.
10

Furthermore, the spectrum is periodic in n such that the spectrum at n and n + t, t ∈ R are
identical. The spectrum at n and – n are identical, and for every energy

in the spectrum,

also in the spectrum as well. Finally, all energies, , in the spectrum lie in the range

4S

is

S

'4. The periodicity of solutions in n and boundedness of lead to a unit cell of all solutions to
this problem, which Hofstadter published in 1976.

Figure 1.2: Hofstadter’s fractal “butterfly” spectrum, showing energy eigenvalues, , of a square
lattice in a magnetic field Hamiltonian at rational magnetic flux values, n

9⁄p . At every

rational n, there exist p distinct subbands in the spectrum, outlined in blue. Re-printed from
Hofstadter’s original 1976 publication with additions in blue [1].
The plot in Figure 1.2 only includes solutions for rational n with p S 50, but is dense
enough to see structure in the spectrum. Hofstadter’s primary contribution to this problem, is in
his observation and analysis of this overarching and self-referential structure. With the use of
computers, he plotted this spectrum, which to him resembled a butterfly and he observed in it a
repeating structure. In addition to the basic mirror symmetries in the spectrum, sections of the
spectrum resemble other sections. The unit cell is composed entirely of these smaller “sub-cells”
which themselves are homeomorphisms of the entire spectrum itself (and of each other).
11

Therefore, these sub-cells contain sub-cells themselves, ad infinitum. This “nesting”, infinitely
dense, recursive structure constitutes a genuine fractal set of quantum states.

Figure 1.3: A unit cell of this fractal spectrum, contains within it, sub-cells which are
homeomorphisms of the entire cell itself. Two of these sub-cells are expanded and
rectangularized to show the self-similarity. Re-printed from Hofstadter’s original 1976
publication with additions in blue [1].
Hofstadter illustrated this nesting structure by replotting two of these sub-cells, reparametrized to match the square structure of the unit cell (Fig. 1.3). This re-parametrization

merely involves an n-dependent linear rescaling of the energy axis, a simple stretching, to create
the square shape. Naturally, because the computation is limited to p S 50, these sub-cell plots,

contain fewer bands than the entire unit cell plot. In an infinitely intricate plot however, subcells would be indistinguishable from the unit cell.
While the larger structure is well explained by this fractal spectrum, there remains the
question of irrational values of n. The spectrum can be shown to exist at irrational n and is
homeomorphic to the Cantor set. Yet, the Lebesgue measure of these spectra is 0; which is to
say, the bands have no width in energy. This is different from the spectrum at rational n, which
does in fact have subbands of non-zero width. The number of bands in the spectrum as a
12

function of n is therefore widely varying and discontinuous. None-the-less, there is a clear
structure to the fractal spectrum.

Hofstadter offers a resolution to this dilemma, which is useful to experimentalists
especially. He notes that any physical system subject to magnetic field must experience some

level of fluctuation in that field, which leads to a smearing factor, ∆n. Since the set of rational

numbers is dense in ℝ, any value of n is within ∆n of a rational number. Furthermore, a

smeared unit cell cannot only be show to be continuous, but the number of bands becomes finite
as well.
1.3.4 Wannier diagrams

Figure 1.4: (a) Hofstadter’s fractal spectrum. (b): Wannier diagram showing the gaps in the

spectrum. These gaps follow linear trajectories in magnetic flux, n = w⁄w (labeled "w" in the
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figure) and Bloch filling, a. Regions A-H are mapped between the two plots. Reprinted from
Wannier’s original 1978 publication [27].

The lined plot that Wannier constructed, attempts to sidestep the issue of rationality, by
focusing on the gaps in the spectrum. Wannier found that, if one replaces the energy axis, , by

an integrated density of states parameter, a, the gaps between allowed energies in the spectrum

are positioned along straight lines within the unit cell [27].

This transformation turns Hofstadter’s butterfly spectrum into a collection of crossing
gaps, which Wannier himself noted, yields a certain “aesthetic loss” (Fig.1.4 (b)) The Wannier
diagram is perhaps more valuable to an experimentalist however, since it parametrizes the

problem by a and n, quantities proportional to experimental parameters of carrier density and

field. It provides a map as to where experimentalists can expect to see gaps in the system.
Though, these gaps do not persist at constant strength along these lines.

We label the carrier density required to fill an entire block band as G , such that a =

G⁄G . While the Wannier diagram in Fig. 1.4 encompasses a single unit cell of spectrum (0 ≤
G⁄G ≤ 1, 0 ≤ w⁄w ≤ 1) , field and carrier density are unbounded. The unit cell repeats,

extending gap trajectories outside the plotted area. These trajectories are defined by a
Diophantine relation:
( G ⁄G ) = y ( w ⁄ w ) + m

We often use this relation to label gaps with the coordinates (m, y). For example, the two largest
gaps in the unit cell, which form an “X” have (m, y) coordinates (0, +1) and (+1, −1). While
this relation holds for all Hofstadter systems, the relative strength of these gaps can vary

depending on the degeneracy in the system and the lattice geometry [28]. For example, Fig 1.5
14

shows the Wannier diagram for a triangular lattice system, which is almost identical to the
Wannier diagram in Fig. 1.4, though the spectral unit cells (Figs. 1.4 (a) and 1.5 (a)) differ more
dramatically.

Figure 1.5: (a) spectrum for triangular lattice (b): Wannier diagram showing the gaps in the

spectrum. As in Fig 1.4, x-axis, "w" = n = w⁄w . Regions A-F are mapped between the two
plots. Reprinted from Claro’s original 1979 publication [25].

The triangular lattice spectrum shares the same gap delineated in the Diophantine relation
as the square lattice spectrum. These gaps have different strengths however. In the square lattice
spectrum, the gaps (0, +1) and (+1, −1) have equal strength, whereas in the triangular lattice
spectrum, (0, +1) dominates while (+1, −1) is so weak it is not plotted in Fig 1.5 (b).
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1.3.5 Landau basis
While Hofstadter’s spectrum accounts for larger magnetic fields than the convention
quantum hall spectrum, it also breaks down at high enough magnetic fields. The reason is that it
still relies on a single atomic orbital of the lattice as a basis for the Bloch band construction. A
tenant of Hofstadter’s description of the butterfly spectrum is that it is periodic in n, but this

description is expected to break down at high enough fields where orbitals mix eventually giving
way to a Landau structure.
Fortunately this problem can be studied using the Landau levels as a basis, and the
solution is surprisingly similar. If one uses a scalar lattice potential perturbation to break the
degeneracy of states with differing

amplitudes z(
(D −

? )),

E )z

?

(under the Landau gauge, B = (0, FY, 0) and having

then the resulting matrix equation is [25,29–31]:
?

− { |}~
}~

K
O
}b L!" \ }" Q€• )•}~ • €M•

‚E L•ƒ~ • €2„ Q z

?

+ ƒ? = 0

Here, ƒ~ represent the reciprocal-lattice vectors of the lattice perturbation, having strength |}~ .

„ = 24F/w which makes terms of the form •ƒ~ • €4„ proportional to w ⁄w. ‚E represents the

nth Laguerre polynomial and

E

= ℏ F ⁄h (G + ) is the nth free-electron landau energy. This
K

equation ignores mixing between Landau levels; a valid approximation for sufficiently weak
lattice potentials [25].
For a square lattice of periodicity . (as in Hofstadter’s original Bloch band results), the

primitive reciprocal lattice vectors are ƒ~K = (24⁄.)Yd & ƒ~ = (24⁄.)cd (we can rotate our

coordinate system to match the lattice). The exponential factor, exp L− •ƒ~ • €4„ Q in the matrix
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equation, causes these longest-wave components of the lattice potential to have the largest
perturbative effect on the Landau spectrum. Considering they are the dominant Fourier
components, it is reasonable to approximate the magnetic subband structure by coupling due to
these lowest Fourier components only [25,31]. This will be an important point in comparing the
subband structure from triangular and square lattices in experiment. For | (ˆ) =

K
|K (cos(24Y ⁄.) + cos(24c⁄.)), |}~ = |K for ƒ~ = ±ƒ~K , ±ƒ~ :

(D −

E )z

=

?

1
4
|K ‚E L Q
2
n

)L

‰
Q
Š ‹2 cos

.

? ⁄n

z

?

+z

?

+ 24⁄. + z

This equation is simplified using a normalized energy parameter, , such that D =
K

|K ‚E L Q
‰

Š

)L

•
Q
OŽ

z

?
E

− 24⁄. Œ

+

:

?

+ 24 ⁄. + z

?

− 24 ⁄. + 2klm .

? ⁄n

z

?

= z

?

There is a clear similarity between this equation and Harper’s equation presented in
Chapter 1.2.2. Though, there are a few important differences between this equation and the one
used by Hofstadter to generate his spectrum. Firstly, where n appeared in the Bloch band

version of this equation, here 1/n is the key factor. Secondly, the energy parameter in this

equation, , is scaled by |K ‚E L Q
K

‰

Š

)L

•
Q
OŽ

which accounts for broadening Landau gaps as the

magnetic field increases. The solution to this Landau band difference equation is the same
butterfly spectrum plot, under this change in parameters: n → 1/n and

→ . When gaps in the

spectrum are plotted against landau filling factor, •, and 1/n, they also follow well defined

linear trajectories.
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Similarly to how Hofstadter’s original solution assumes no mixing between Bloch bands,
this solution assumes no mixing between Landau bands. Therefore, this equation relies on a
strong enough field such that the Landau bands are well separated, even under the lattice
perturbation.
1.3.6 Superlattices
Superlattice perturbations allow the Hofstadter spectrum to manifest at experimentally
attainable fields by dramatically lengthening the periodicity in the electronic system. A
superlattice is an externally applied spatially periodic potential which acts on a system.
A commonly measured superlattice effect is hBN-graphene moiré interference, which is a
long wavelength superlattice created by through the interference of a graphene lattice in contact
with an hBN lattice [32]. While the two lattices have equivalent hexagonal geometries, there is a
1.8% mismatch in their lattice constants. The resulting interference pattern can have
wavelengths as long as 14nm, when the lattices are aligned. This system is examined in Chapter
2.
Superlattice systems inherit basic properties from the host lattice. In the case of
superlattice systems on graphene, the Dirac dispersion and valley and spin degeneracies affect
the spectrum. The Dirac dispersion is duplicated at the superlattice Brillouin zone corners due to
band folding [13]. The valley and spin degeneracies impart a 4-fold total degeneracy. Because
of this 4-fold degeneracy, secondary Dirac cones appear at densities G = ±4G as it takes 4
electrons or holes to fill completely the superlattice Brillouin zone.

The abnormal structure of the Landau bands in graphene also affects the magnetic
spectrum. Unlike in the free-election picture, there is a 4-fold degenerate Landau band centered
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at zero energy in graphene. The effect of this offset is visible in any Landau level based plots
(see Chapter 4.2.2) where magnetic subbands are formed within Landau levels, • ∈
(4G − 2,4G + 2), G ∈ ℤ.

1.4 A brief history of 2-D superlattices
1.4.1 Fabricated superlattices
The concept of fabricating a system with an imposed periodic structure was proposed
before Hofstadter’s work. The term “superlattice” appears as early as a 1970 paper, in which
two IBM scientists, L. Esaki and R. Tsu, discuss the effect of a 1-D artificial lattice within a 3-D
semiconductor system [33]. Their initial interest in such a superlattice system was the effects of
band folding through a large scale periodicity. The proposed method of creating such a system,
was to vary the semiconductor composition or impurity doping periodically during epitaxial
growth. As they rightly outlined, the difficulty in fabricating such a system is creating a
periodicity shorter than the electron mean free path, while maintaining minimal disorder in the
system.
Following this publication, work was done fabricating these alternating, layered
structures from materials such as GaAs-AlAs and In1-xGaxAs-GaSb1-yAsy [34,35]. However,
transport in these systems behaved as a cascade of tunneling through the layers rather than an
extended Bloch wave. I turn our focus to the artificial lattices in 2-D systems specifically, that
followed.
Over a decade later, two results published in 1989, brought the superlattice concept to
GaAs-AlGaAs 2DEGS. The system studied by Weiss et. al. used light interference to produce a
superlattice, rather ingeniously side stepping a lot of disorder issues which result from lattice
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nano-lithography [2]. Using interference from an Argon Ion laser, they produced a onedimensional lattice of 294nm periodicity onto the 2DEG. Extra oscillations in resistivity were
measured at magnetic fields where the cyclotron orbit was an integer multiple of the lattice
periodicity; which came to be known as Weiss oscillations.

Figure 1.6: Reprinted from Ismail’s original 1989 publication [3]. (a) Schematic of a 2-terminal
device. (b) SEM image of superlattice gate atop channel. (c) Device current as a function of gate
voltage, |‘’ , at three different source voltages, |“’ . Local minima in current are believed to be
the first appearance of 2D superlattice gate induced mini-gaps.

In the same year, Ismail et al. published results of a 2D metallic lattice gate on a GaAsAlGaAs system [3]. X-ray lithography was employed to write a square grid of period 200 nm,
followed by a Ti/Au evaporation and lift-off (Fig. 1.6 a, b). This general structure of a lateral
gate patterned into a lattice in contact with a high mobility 2DEG has remained the general
blueprint for artificial superlattice devices. While there had been similar architecture used for 1D gates in Si MOSFETs and GaAs-AlGaAs MODFETs previously, mini-gap formation is
hampered in 1-D systems by the non-quantized momenta in the direction perpendicular the
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periodicity [36–38]. The oscillations in device current resistivity as a function of carrier density
aligned with expected mini-gap formation in these devices (Fig 1.6 c).
These results were immediately followed by a slew of experiments employing different
2D superlattices under magnetic field in the hopes of seeing Hofstadter’s fractal quantization.
The first of these results used layer of tightly packed latex spheres of diameter 330-400nm over
the GaAs substrate [39]. The gaps between these spheres created an etching mask of holes in a
honeycomb geometry. The resulting etched holes could be filled by metal to form a gate or
etched even deeper, into the GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs channel itself. This experiment was followed by a
result of Gerhardts et. al., who modified the light interference lattice of Weiss’ (who shares
authorship) to include another set of interference light fringes, perpendicular to the first, with the
result of creating a 2D square lattice of period 365nm [40]. That same year (1991) another result
was published in which a metallic lattice of much smaller periodicity, 170nm, was fabricated on
a GaAs substrate directly through ebeam lithography [41]. Unfortunately, the central result of
these experiments was merely the observation of Weiss oscillations in magnetoresistance, in a
2D lattice as opposed to the original 1D lattice. Subtle signatures in the sdH oscillations
measured are indicative of subband splitting of the Landau spectrum, in accordance with
Hofstadter’s theory, but there is no explicit fractal quantization. A central issue is that the
periodicities are so large, the induced subband gaps are miniscule. The ability to resolve such
small gaps, requires even higher mobilities, a difficult requirement in the presence of a disorder
inducing superlattice gate. A review paper by Gerhardts himself, concludes: “existing
experiments are well explained by our quantum theory, and, in particular, the observed
suppression of the band conductivity indicates a subband splitting of the Landau levels. For a
direct resolution of such a Hofstadter-type energy spectrum, however, still smaller
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nanostructures are required” [42]. For this reason, the field of superlattice systems became
limited immediately by existing nanolithography technology.

Figure 1.7: (a, b) reprinted from Schlosser’s 1996 publication (a) drawing and SEM image of
device. (b) device resistivity vs magnetic field. Second peak at Φ⁄Φ = 2/3 indicates

superlattice induced magnetic subband generation. (c) reprinted from Albrecht’s 2001
publication. Minimizations in device resistance coincident with non-monotonic Hall
conductivity are shown, also indicative of subband generation.

This system was revisited by Schlosser, in a 1996 publication, after he managed to lower
the lattice constant [4]. This was done with e-beam lithography, but a simpler method than tried
before. After depositing a layer of PMMA on the GaAs substrate, they wrote a lattice of holes in
the PMMA and simply covered the whole thing with metal, sidestepping any liftoff difficulties.
While this method of merely creating a periodic corrugation in the gate does not result in strong
potentials, they did achieve the smallest periods at that time, 80nm. As a result, they observed
clearer, unconventional peaks in sdH oscillation around rational values of ϕ⁄ϕ , indicative of
Landau subband splitting. This work was followed up a few years later by Albrecht et. al.
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(including Weiss again), in which the same method of covering developed PMMA in metal as a
gate is utilized [8]. Though, they argued that the dominant superlattice effect in such a device
architecture is the periodic strain induced on the 2DES rather than the electrostatic potential.
While they used GaAs samples with about an order of magnitude higher mobility, the lattice
periods employed remained at 100nm or greater.
These new experimental results, though carefully analyzed in comparison with the
Hofstadter spectrums, did not constitute a marked improvement on Schlosser’s work. Extra
peaks in device resistance hinted at split subbands; Hall conductance displayed non-monotonic
evolution with magnetic field, but no actual fractal quantization. The conventional wisdom at
this point, was that the realization of a Hofstadter spectrum was marred by a series of unfortunate
trade-offs [4,5]. Firstly, the desire to decrease the superlattice periodicity, even discounting
difficulties of lithography, was limited by the buried nature of GaAs 2DEG systems. The GaAsAlGaAs heterojunction, where the 2DEG rested was often 40-50nm below the substrate surface,
where the superlattice rested. Unfortunately, the strength of the superlattice effect decreases
exponentially with a simple geometric ratio: the gate distance divided by periodicity. Lowering
the gate distance means bringing surface dopants closer to the 2DEG, which lowers mobility,
electron mean-free-path, and therefore the required superlattice periodicity as well. The second
unfortunate tradeoff is in the magnetic field. In principle, by increasing the magnetic field,
subband gaps in the Hofstadter spectrum would increase as well, making them more resolvable
in transport. Unfortunately, with higher field, the degeneracy of the Landau levels increases,
increasing the effect of electron-electron interaction, which screens the imparted superlattice
field.
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Figure 1.8: Reprinted from Kuhl’s 1998 publication. (a, b) a 1-D ring of scatterers (micrometer
screws) form the superlattice. (c) Transmission through the rings mimics Hofstadter’s fractal
spectrum. The upper half (n > 1/2) of the plot is a reflection of the lower half.

During this same time period however (1998), the Hofstadter spectrum was observed
with amazing clarity in a completely different system. That being a microwave wave guide,
imbued with 100 scatterers in a 1-D lattice configuration (Fig 1.8 a, b) [43]. The transmission
through this column of scatterers, is completely analogous mathematically to the case of 2DEG

in a superlattice. The magnetic flux parameter, n, is simulated by adjusting the scatterer lengths

sinusoidally with period 1/n . Amazingly, complete fractal cells of the Hofstadter spectrum were
visible in the transmission signal as functions of the simulated magnetic parameter, n, and
wavevector k, which is analogous to Bloch band filling (Fig 1.8 c). Using this method,
researchers Kuhl and Stöckmann were able to view a fractal set of transmission bands
remarkably similar to Hofstadter’s initial predictions.
The GaAs system was revisited in 2004 by Melinte et. al. who managed to reduce the
superlattice period further [6]. Their method was to use a layer of self-ordering polystyrene
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matrix of spheres to create a lattice with 39nm periodicity. This method is similar to the latex
sphere method used by Fang and Stiles, but with an order of magnitude smaller periodicity.
Atop this polystyrene matrix, they evaporated metal to form a corrugated gate structure; and
decreased the depth of the GaAs-AlGaAs heterojunction to only 32nm in an effort to maintain
lattice strength. Unfortunately, these efforts did not pay off with much improved results, which
they argued was due to a long wave disorder potential across the sample. This explanation is
consistent with the relatively low mobility reported for the device, even prior to the adherence of
the polystyrene, 3 x 105 cm2/Vs. This is a prime example of the limitations in use GaAs for this
system; while reducing the depth of the 2DES is crucial, it is also necessitates a close Si dopant
layer, which lowers mobility.
1.4.2 Hexagonal boron nitride and graphene moiré
The Hofstadter spectrum was first viewed with clarity in a 2DEG system in graphene on
hexagonal boron nitride. Hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) had been employed as a dielectric
substrate for use in graphene transport devices for the improvements in mobility it brought to
graphene transport [44]. It makes an ideal substrate for a few reasons: it has few electrical
impurities, it has a reasonably high dielectric constant, it can be exfoliated into pristine
atomically flat layers, and importantly, it also contains a hexagonal lattice with a lattice constant
almost identical to graphene’s. Though, this subtle mismatch of lattice constants creates an
effective superlattice. When the graphene lattice and hBN lattice are in contact and oriented
within a degree of each other, a long wavelength Moiré pattern emerges across the two lattices,
which induces a superlattice external potential onto the graphene 2DES [32].
STM measurements of the moiré superlattice in graphene/hBN heterostructures were first
published in 2011 by Decker et al. and Xue et. al [9,45]. The alterations to the graphene band
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structure this pattern caused were then measured by Yankowitz et al. through STM
measurements as well [11]. This moire superlattice potential was imaged and shown to induce
Bloch band folding through mini-band point formation. These results were quickly followed up
by extensive transport measurements in magnetic field, which showed the exotic set of fractal
subbands theorized by Hofstadter [12–14]. The constraints of this system were also completely
different that those in the engineered superlattice systems on GaAs. Whereas in the engineered
lattices there was an effort to reduce the periodicity as much as possible to increase the energy
scales of band splitting, in the moiré system, the maximal periodicity of ~14nm was desired, so
that Bloch mini-bands were not outside the limits of electrostatic gating in carrier density, or that
the ϕ⁄ϕ = 1 condition could be reached using available magnetic fields. Furthermore, because

the hBN lattice was in direct contact with the graphene sheet and pristine, it provided an ultralow disorder, strong superlattice potential, leading to clear experimental signatures. For these
reasons the moiré superlattice effect rejuvenated scientific interest in the Hofstadter fractal
quantum Hall effect.
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Chapter 2: The graphene/hBN moiré superlattice system
In this chapter I summarize my research on moiré superlattice patterned graphene. Parts
of the following are reprinted from our Nature publication, “Hofstadter's butterfly and the fractal
quantum Hall effect in moiré superlattices”, written in collaboration with the other authors [1].

2.1 Description of system and low-field transport
Heterostructures consisting of atomically thin materials in a multi-layer stack provide a
new means of realizing a two-dimensional system with a laterally modulated periodic structure.
In particular, coupling between graphene and hexagonal boron nitride (hBN), whose crystal
lattices are isomorphic, results in a periodic moiré pattern. The moiré wavelength is directly
related to the angular rotation between the two lattices [2–4], and can be tuned through the
desired length scales without the need for lithographic techniques [5,6]. Moreover, hBN provides
an ideal substrate for achieving high-mobility graphene devices, which is crucial for highresolution quantum Hall measurements [7,8] and field-effect gating in graphene allows the Fermi
energy to be continuously varied through the entire moiré Bloch band.
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Figure 2.1: Moiré superlattice. (a) Sketch of graphene on hBN showing the emergence of a moiré
pattern. The moiré wavelength varies with the mismatch angle, . (b) Left: an AFM image of a
multiterminal Hall bar. Right: a high-resolution image of a magnified region. The moiré pattern
is evident as a triangular lattice (upper inset shows a further magnified region). A fast Fourier
transform of the scan area (lower inset) confirms a triangular lattice symmetry with periodicity
15.5 ± 0.9nm. (c) Measured resistance versus gate voltage at zero magnetic field. Inset: the
corresponding conductivity versus temperature, indicating that the satellite features disappear at
temperatures greater than ~100K. (d) Longitudinal resistance (left axis) and Hall resistance
(right axis) versus gate voltage at

= 1T. The Hall resistance changes sign and passes through

zero at the same gate voltage as the satellite peaks.
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In this study, we used Bernal-stacked bilayer graphene (BLG) Hall bars fabricated on
hBN substrates (Fig. 2.1 a, b) using mechanical exfoliation followed by co-lamination. Figure 1b
shows a non-contact atomic force microscopy (AFM) image acquired from an example device.
In the magnified region, a triangular moiré pattern is visible with wavelength 15.5 ± 0.9nm.
This is comparable to the maximal moiré wavelength of ~14nm expected for graphene on
hBN [2–4], suggesting that in this device the BLG lattice is oriented relative to the underlying
hBN lattice with near-zero angle mismatch.
Figure 2.1 (c) shows transport data measured from the same device. In addition to the
usual resistance peak at the charge neutrality point (CNP), occurring at gate voltage
two additional satellite resistance peaks appear, symmetrically located at

≈ 2V,

≈ ±30V relative

to the CNP. These satellite features are consistent with a depression in the density of states at the
superlattice Brillouin zone band edge, analogous to previous spectroscopic measurements of
single-layer graphene coupled to a moiré superlattice [4,9]. Assuming non-overlapping bands,
|

| gives an estimate of the moiré wavelength of ~14.6nm, in good agreement with the AFM

measurements. The nature of these satellite peaks can be further probed in the semiclassical, lowB transport regime. In Fig. 2.1 (d), longitudinal resistance,
, are plotted versus gate voltage at

, and transverse Hall resistance,

= 1T. Near the central CNP, the Hall resistance changes

sign as the Fermi energy passes from the electron to the hole band. The same trend also appears
near

, consistent with the Fermi energy passing through a second band edge. This provides

further confirmation that the moiré pattern, acting as a periodic potential superlattice, gives rise
to a mini-Brillouin zone band [10]. We observed the satellite peak to be more developed in the
hole branch than in the electron branch in all samples, in agreement with previous experimental
and theoretical studies of hBN-supported monolayer graphene [4,9,10]. The satellite peaks
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vanish at temperatures above 100K (Fig. 2.1 c, inset), indicating that the coupling between the
BLG and hBN atomic lattices is of order ~10meV. Perfect crystallographic alignment between
graphene and hBN is expected to open a ~50meV bandgap [11,12], leading to a low-temperature
divergence in the resistance at the CNP. The weak temperature dependence observed in our
device suggests the absence of a gap, possibly owing to the lattice mismatch between the BLG
and hBN.

2.2 Fractal subband formation under high magnetic field

Figure 2.2: Emergence of anomalous quantum Hall states. (a) Landau fan diagram showing
longitudinal resistance,

(left), and Hall resistance,

(right).

is plotted versus magnetic

field on the vertical axis and versus gate bias on the horizontal axis. In the diagram showing
the axes are scaled by the size of the moiré unit cell to give ϕ⁄ϕ" on the vertical axis and $⁄$"
on the horizontal axis. QHE states corresponding to the conventional BLG spectrum are
indicated by white lines. Solid yellow and red lines track the QHE outside this conventional
spectrum, with dashed lines indicating the projected $⁄$" intercept. The slope of each line is
shown on the top axis. (b) Longitudinal and transverse Hall conductivities corresponding to line
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,

cuts at constant magnetic field (constant ϕ⁄ϕ" ) from the Landau fan diagram in (a). At
the QHE ladder is consistent with previous reports for bilayer graphene. At

= 7T,

= 18T and 26T,

additional QHE states emerge, showing Hall conductivity plateaux quantized in integer multiples
of ) * ⁄ℎ, but appearing at non-integer Landau level filling fractions. Yellow and red bars indicate
correspondence to the similarly coloured anomalous features marked by solid lines in (a). Blue
bars indicate the conventional QHE features. Numbers label the quantization integer for each
plateau.
Figure 2.2 (a) shows the evolution of
left panel (a Landau fan diagram),

and

for magnetic fields up to 31T. In the

is plotted against the experimentally tunable gate voltage

and magnetic field. In the right panel, the magnitude of the corresponding

is plotted against

the dimensionless parameters appearing in the Diophantine equation, $⁄$" and ϕ⁄ϕ" . This
Wannier diagram is simply the Landau fan diagram with both axes relabeled by dimensionless
units defined by normalizing to the moiré unit-cell area.
In a conventional quantum Hall system, the Landau fan diagram exhibits straight lines,
tracking minima in

and plateaux in

. Plotted against $⁄$" and ϕ⁄ϕ" , the slope of each

line is precisely the Landau level filling fraction, n, and all lines converge to the origin. White
lines in Fig. 2.2 (a) identify QHE states matching this description, tracking Landau level filling
fractions , = 4, 8, and 12. This is consistent with the usual QHE hierarchy associated with a
conventional degenerate BLG spectrum.
At large magnetic fields, several additional QHE states, exhibiting minima in
together with plateaux in

, develop outside the usual BLG sequence and also follow straight

lines in the Landau fan diagram, but converge to non-zero values of $⁄$" . Yellow and red lines
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in Fig. 2.2 (a) trace examples of these anomalous QHE states appearing within the lowest
Landau level. Unlike the conventional QHE states, each of the anomalous QHE states is
characterized by both an integer-valued intercept, . (yellow and red lines converge to $⁄$" =
1 and 2, respectively) and an integer-valued slope, / (labelled along the top axis in the figure). In
Fig. 2.2 (b), longitudinal and Hall conductivities measured at constant magnetic field
(corresponding to horizontal line cuts through the fan diagram in Fig. 2.2 (a) are plotted against
Landau level filling fraction, ,. At large magnetic fields, the anomalous QHE states are
remarkably well developed, exhibiting wide plateaux in 0

concomitant with 0 . Moreover,

these states appear in general at non-integer filling fractions. Comparison between Figs. 2.2 (a, b)
further reveals that Hall conductivity plateaux are quantized in integer multiples of ) * ⁄ℎ, where
the quantization integer / equals the slope in the Wannier diagram. Similar internal structure is
observed within higher order Landau levels (Fig. 2.3). The anomalous QHE states observed here
are consistent with fully developed spectral gaps resulting from a Hofstadter-type energy
spectrum. Moreover, our ability to map fully the density-field space provides a remarkable
confirmation of the Diophantine equation: we observe direct evidence that QHE features
associated with the Hofstadter spectral gaps are characterized by the two quantum numbers, .
and /, corresponding to the $⁄$" intercept and the slope, respectively, in the Wannier diagram.
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2.2.1 Measurement of fractal gaps

Figure 2.3: Fractal gaps (a) Landau fan diagrams similar to those in Figure 2.2 but measured
from a separate device. Here the zero-field satellite peak position indicates a moiré period of
11.6nm, indicating that the superlattice unit cell was approximately 1.5 times smaller in this
device than in the one used in Fig. 2.2. Significantly more structure is observed here than in Fig.
2.2. (b) Bottom: the evolution of 0
constant

with temperature varying between 2 and 20K, acquired at

= 25T, which corresponds to the line cut shown in (a). Top: the corresponding 0

at

1 = 2K. The bracketed numbers label the (., /) values of the corresponding fractal gaps
according to the Diophantine equation. (c) Bubble plot of energy gaps determined from the
temperature dependence calculated at two magnetic fields ( = 25T and 28.5 T). The gaps are
plotted as circles with radius scaled relative to the largest gap value measured. Dashed lines trace
select fractal gap positions allowed by the Diophantine equation. Solid lines trace regions where
the corresponding fractal gaps appear as minima in 0

together with quantized plateaux in 0 .

The colours indicate gaps with the same quantum number ..
Figure 2.3 shows similar data to Fig. 2.2, but measured from a separate device in which
the moiré wavelength is only 11.6 nm. Again, QHE states appear outside the conventional
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Bernal-stacked BLG sequence and follow straight lines whose origin and slope are both integer
valued, with the slope exactly matching the Hall quantization, in precise agreement with the
Diophantine equation. Similar to the previous device, the , = 0 insulating state undergoes a
drastic change near ϕ⁄ϕ"

1⁄2, when anomalous QHE states associated with the fractal gaps

begin to develop fully.

Figure 2.4 Temperature dependent transport acquired at (a)

25T and (b)

28.5T for the

device shown in Fig. 2.3. In both (a) and (b) left panel shows the longitudinal conductivity with
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temperature varying between 2K and 20K, together with Hall conductivity at 2K. Right panel
shows Arrhenius plots for each of the fractal gaps labeled in the left panel. Gap energies were
estimated from the temperature dependence of longitudinal conductivity minima in the thermally
activated regime, 0

∝ ) 5∆⁄*789 where ∆ is the energy gap, :; is Boltzmann’s constant and 1

is the electron temperature. The corresponding gap value, determined from the slope in the linear
regime, is given in each plot.
In Figure 2.3 (b), the lower panel shows 0

measured at

25T, corresponding to a

horizontal line cut through Fig. 2.3 (a) (dashed white line), for a variety of sample temperatures.
The magnitudes of the fractal gaps were estimated from the temperature dependence of the 0
minima in the thermally activated regime (Fig 2.4), at two separate magnetic field values,

=

25T and 28.5 T. Figure 2.3 (c) summarizes our findings. Each fractal gap is marked by a circle
centered at the corresponding ($⁄$" , ϕ⁄ϕ" ) coordinates, and with radius scaled relative to the
largest gap value. As the magnetic field increases, the spectral energies develop in a complicated
way: some gaps grow with field (for example those with (., /) = (1, 1) and (2, −2)), whereas
others shrink (for example (1, −4)). For a fixed magnetic field, it seems generally true that for
constant s values, fractal gap states exhibit increasing gap size as t increases. For example, at
= 25T, ∆(=,5>) ≈ 48K whereas ∆(=,5?) ≈ 30K. This contradicts the prediction that fractal gaps
corresponding to lower quantum numbers have larger gap values [13]. We note that such a trend
was subsequently found to be specific to square lattice symmetries [14,15]. Furthermore, a nontrivial case also arises when two fractal gap states overlap [14], such as occurs between the
(1, −2) and (2, −3), states in our data as ϕ⁄ϕ" → 1. Further theoretical analysis specific to
moiré-patterned BLG is necessary to understand fully the trends highlighted here.
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2.2.2 Hofstadter sub-cell structure

Figure 2.5: Recursive structure. (a)

Wannier diagram for the device used in Figure 3. White

solid lines label ϕ⁄ϕ" values corresponding to the pure cases, ϕ⁄ϕ" = 1⁄A. Inset: data
replotted against ϕ⁄ϕ" , illustrating that the main experimental features exhibit a 1⁄
periodicity. (b) Longitudinal conductivity, 0

(left axis), and Hall conductivity, 0

versus magnetic field, measured at a constant gate voltage (

= −39V, corresponding to the

white dashed line in (a). Blue, green and purple bands mark the boundaries of the
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(right axis),

conventional B

2, 3 and 4 Landau levels, respectively. Dashed lines mark the values of

corresponding to the pure fractions labelled in (a). The values of ϕ⁄ϕ" are shown on the top
axis. (c) Details of both 0

and 0

concomitant with minima in 0

in the vicinity of ϕ⁄ϕ" = 1⁄2 (b). Plateaux in 0

resemble a mini QHE trace centered on ϕ⁄ϕ" = 1⁄2,

consistent with the prediction of recursion in the butterfly spectrum1. Inset: the positions of the
mini QHE plateaux plotted versus effective magnetic field follow a linear trend (see text).
Figure 2.5 (a) shows a normalized Landau fan diagram of

values corresponding to the

data in Fig. 2.3 (a). Dashed horizontal lines in the figure label special values of the
normalized magnetic flux, ϕ⁄ϕ" = 1⁄A, where A is integer valued. Referred to as the ‘pure
cases’ [13], these lines of high symmetry provide the framework for the recursive structure of the
butterfly spectrum, marking the boundaries of the repeating sub-cells that appear within the main
cell [15]. In Figure 2.5 (a), at the pure cases in the fan diagram,

seems to tend to zero and

change sign. This is also seen from the single line trace in Figure 2.5 (b). In the quantum Hall
regime, the longitudinal conductivity has a local peak as the magnetic field passes through the
pure cases, with the corresponding Hall conductivity exhibiting a sharp transition. For large
magnetic fields, both of these features span the full Landau level along lines of constant ϕ⁄ϕ" ,
as seen in Figures 2.3 (a) and 2.5 (a), respectively. Near the field corresponding to ϕ⁄ϕ" = 1⁄2,
labelled in Fig. 2.5 (c) as

=⁄* ,

a mini QHE series centered on
−

=⁄* ,

plateaux appear in
=⁄* .

together with minima in

, resembling
C

If we redefine the local effective magnetic field as

=

then, according to the usual QHE formalism, we expect to find that , C =

(1⁄ C )$C ℎ⁄), where , C is an effective filling fraction given by the Hall quantization,
value of the effective magnetic field at the

C

is the

minima and $C is an effective carrier density. The

inset in Fig. 2.5 (c) shows a plot of , C versus 1⁄

C
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and the data indeed follows a linear trend. In

spite of the large magnetic field (

=⁄*

< 17.3 T), this indicates that locally the electrons behave

as if the magnetic field is reduced to zero. We regard this as compelling evidence of the longpredicted recursive nature of the Hofstadter spectrum, where repeated mini fan diagrams emerge
within the main one. We note that the linear trend shown inset in Fig. 2.5 (c) does not pass
through the origin, but is vertically offset by 4.1 ± 0.1. The origin of this offset is unclear but
may be related to disorder effects because in this regime the spectrum is not fully gapped [16].

2.3 Theoretical spectrum for bilayer graphene on hBN
The Diophantine equation represents a universal set of constraints describing all possible
gaps within the Hofstadter spectrum. Which gaps remain open for a particular device depends
critically on the details of the system. Figure 2.6 shows the calculated Hofstadter spectrum for
Bernal-stacked bilayer graphene oriented to hBN. Here graphene and hBN are modeled by tightbinding honeycomb lattices with the lattice periods E ≈ 0.246nm and EF;G ≈ 0.2504nm, [17]
respectively. We assume that Bernal graphene bilayer and hBN monolayer are aligned with zero
rotation angle, and the ratio between the two lattice constants is round to a rational number
EF;G ⁄E = 56⁄55 to give a finite moiré superlattice period 56E ≈ 13.8nm. We assume the
interlayer distance of bilayer graphene to be 0.335nm and that between hBN and graphene
0.322nm [11]. We consider only a p orbital state on each atomic site, and set on-site potential to
0, 3.34eV and −1.40eV for C, B and N atoms, respectively [18]. For the hopping amplitudes
between different sites, we adopt the Slater-Koster parametrization used for twisted bilayer
graphene [6], irrespective of combination of atoms. To compute the low energy spectrum in
magnetic field, we take the low-lying Landau levels (|H| < 1.5eV) of isolated bilayer graphene
as the basis [6], and the coupling with hBN states in the high-energy region is included as on-site
potential on the bottom graphene layer (faced to hBN) in the second-order perturbation.
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Figure 2.6: (a) Energy spectrum calculated for bernal-stacked bilayer graphene on hBN with a 0°
mismatch angle. The energy scale is chosen to highlight the lowest Landau level. The numbers
label the quantized Hall conductivity in units ) * ⁄+ corresponding to each gap. (b) Experimental
magnetoresistance measured for device with similar angular mismatch (data is the same as
shown in Fig. 2 in the main text). Yellow and red lines correspond to .

1 and .

2,

respectively. Numbers along top axis label corresponding t values. (c) Wannier diagram
calculated for the energy spectrum in (a), showing only gaps within the lowest Landau level.
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Horizontal and vertical axes are density and magnetic flux, respectively, normalized to the area
of the moiré unit cell. Fractal gaps are plotted as closed black circles where the radius is
proportional to the gap width. Colored lines highlight gaps that are observed in the experimental
data. (d) Similar calculation to (b) but including Zeeman coupling and interlayer asymmetry (see
text)
In Figure 2.6, the energy spectrum is replotted as a Wannier type diagram where the
energy axis is replaced by the normalized density. Fractal gaps inside the lowest Landau levels
(between ,

±4) are plotted as closed black circles with radius proportional to the gap size.

The theoretical calculation correctly predicts the experimentally observed asymmetry in the
lowest Landau level (see also Fig. 2.3) where fractal gaps originating from . > 0 are much
stronger than . < 0. Related, the calculation correctly identifies a partial lifting of the 4-fold
degeneracy in graphene, evident as features associated with . = ±2, rather than only multiples
of . = 4. This results from broken valley degeneracy due to inversion-asymmetric coupling
where the bottom graphene layer interacts more strongly with the BN substrate than the top
graphene layer. Several details in the theoretical spectrum disagree with experimental
observations. For example, strong mini-gaps, predicted on the electron side, are not apparent in
the experiment. Additionally, in experiment all symmetries are broken at high field, with fractal
gaps corresponding to both odd and even integer values of s and t appearing, whereas the
theoretical spectrum remains two-fold degenerate at all fields since the spin Zeeman splitting is
neglected.
In Figure 2.6, the Wannier diagram is recalculated including spin Zeeman splitting (g =
2) and interlayer potential difference between the top and the bottom layer of bilayer graphene.
The latter is assumed to be the sum of the constant term 30meV and the gate-induced term
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proportional to electron density with the relative dielectric constant JK

6. To get a better

agreement, we also magnified the coupling strength between graphene and hBN by a factor
about 1.4 compared to the original (Fig. 2.6 c). While additional symmetry breaking states
appear, exact correspondence with our data is difficult to achieve. The model depends sensitively
on physical parameters, such as interlayer coupling strength and interlayer potential difference
that are not well known. Moreover, this model does not account for many-body interaction,
which may play a substantial role at these large magnetic fields.
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Chapter 3: Superlattice device development and lithography
3.1 Design iterations
My efforts toward engineering patterned superlattices extended from my work in the
hBN/graphene moiré system. Our lab’s research of the Hofstadter effect in this system led us to
the trove of previous work in lateral 2-D superlattices on GaAs systems [1–5]. At this same time,
the clean room at Columbia University had acquired a new, state-of-the-art, e-beam writer, the
Nanobeam nB4, which boasted a significantly improved writing resolution over the converted
SEM system our group used primarily. So, curious if I could make new progress utilizing
stacked graphene heterostructures I began attempts at fabricating an artificial lattice device
myself.
On the road to fabricating patterned dielectric lattices, I created a wide variety of
superlattice gating structures to varying success. My initial attempts were based on the
lithographic methods I used to pattern micron sized features in graphene Hall bars. A lot of the
engineering work in this section was done with frequent communication and advise from Diego
Scarabelli, who successfully endeavored to apply a honeycomb superlattice potential onto a
GaAs system (though our ultimate superlattice gating techniques diverged significantly) [6,7].
As this project progressed, my knowledge of nanoscale lithography expanded. It is ironic then,
that I found the most success when I tried the simplest thing.
3.1.1 Initial design considerations
Our primary concern in fabricating lattices was whether we could write them with small
enough periodicity to resolve induced satellite peaks over the graphene disorder. As I report in
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Chapter 1.4.1, many had already attempted to fabricate artificial superlattice devices in GaAs and
were hindered by large superlattice periodicities, weak potentials, and the disorder they created
through lithography. Our hope, was that our new e-beam writer would be able to produce
smaller, higher quality lattices than had been written before. Furthermore, we knew that using
hexagonal boron nitride as a thin dielectric could potentially allow for much stronger superlattice
gating effects [8–10]. Though, disorder continued to be concern which drove many of the design
changes throughout this exploratory process.
Lattice periodicity is a critical parameter, because it defines the carrier density at which
satellite peaks emerge. In a square lattice for instance, acting on graphene (4-fold degeneracy),
the satellite peaks emerge at carrier densities

= ±4

= ±4

where

is the periodicity or

“pitch”, the distance between lattice points [11]. In our highest quality hBN encapsulated
heterostructures, our central Dirac peak has a FWHM of about 1 15 m
Using a pitch of

= 40nm puts the satellite peaks at ±4

outside this central peak. A slightly larger pitch,

= 50

= ±2.5 15
gives ±4

in carrier density.
, which is just
= ±1.6 15

,

which is potentially unresolvable. Moreover, subjecting the graphene system to a
lithographically defined superlattice gate, is likely to increase disorder, broadening the Dirac
peak even more. For these reasons, reducing the lattice pitch, while maintaining low disorder
has been the primary design consideration throughout the project.
Ultimately, I fabricated a square lattice with a 35nm pitch and a triangular lattice with a
40nm pitch, which give 4

= 3.3 15 m

and 4

= 2.8 15 m , respectively. Though,

throughout the next few sections, in which I detail the many different gating structures I
employed, I use larger pitches. In parallel with learning to design more effective devices, I also
learned to write lattices with progressively smaller pitches.
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3.1.2 Evaporated metal lattice
Our primary tool is e-beam lithography, which allows one to deposit metal in a specific shape
onto a silicon chip. To accomplish this, one first covers the chip in a chemical resist layer, such
as PMMA. Then one uses an e-beam writer to expose the chemical layer to electric charge in
specific regions, “writing” the shape into the chemical. These electrically exposed regions can
be removed with another chemical “developer”, exposing the Si wafer underneath. Metal is then
evaporated onto the chip, coming in direct contact and adhering to the underlying chip only in
these exposed regions. Finally, the remaining chemical mask is dissolved in solvent, which also
washes away the metal affixed to it (a procedure called “liftoff”).

Figure 3.1: (a) Metal deposition and lift-off using 2-layer resist mask, which features an
undercut. (b) same, using a single layer mask with no undercut, which compromises lift-off.
Initially, I tried what seemed the most straightforward: to simply write a lattice into a PMMA
mask and use that to deposit a metallic lattice onto a SiO2 wafer. This is basically identical to
what was done in GaAs systems as early as 1989 [2] (see Chapter 1.4.1) The main problem with
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this method became obvious pretty quickly: nanoscale structures do not lift-off reliably. A
successful lift-off is reliant on an undercut profile, which helps maintain a disconnection between
the deposited metal atop the resist mask, and the metal within the written trenches (Fig 3.1 a).
Often, an undercut profile is aided by the use of 2 resist layers, where the bottom layer develops
more easily. However, in order to write the very small, dense features of a superlattice, I need to
use a thin single layer of resist. A thin layer will minimize electron scattering in the material,
maintaining higher write resolution. As the SEM in Figure 3.2 (a) shows, I could not manage to
entirely lift-off a mask using a single resist layer, even after heavy sonication.

Figure 3.2: (a) SEM image of metal lattice (with periodicity a=70nm) after attempted lift-off of
PMMA mask. Lift-off is only successful at the lattice edges. (b) Illustration of a topologically
connected pattern (shaded region) versus a disconnected pattern. The pattern used for the metal
lattice (a) is connected, which necessitates a relatively larger periodicity.
Though, there is a more basic problem with writing a mask for metal evaporation. It requires
that one writes a pattern which is topologically connected instead of disconnected (Fig 3.2 b).
Because the connected shape is geometrically more complex than the disconnected spots, it is
much more susceptible to becoming blurred by the electron scattering. In order to write the
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smallest pattern possible, it is therefore better to develop a device architecture in which one is
writing the “dots”, not the connected space between them.
3.1.3 HSQ dot lattice
Another basic tool I had been using in my design of Hall bars was a negative mask, made
from HSQ (Hydrogen silsesquioxane). This chemical differs from PMMA in that when
developed, it only remains in the areas it has been exposed to charge, whereas PMMA is
dissolved in the charge exposed regions (hence, a “negative” resist).
HSQ was used to write a superlattice gate on top of an encapsulated graphene stack. The
intended design was to write a lattice in HSQ and then evaporate metal on top of that lattice. The
HSQ would deform the metallic gating structure in a periodic manner, which would translate to a
periodically varying displacement field incident on the graphene below. This method is similar to
the use of self-ordering spheres, or written PMMA (Chapter 1.4.1) to shape the deposited metal
gate into a superlattice [3,4,12]. Whether one writes the HSQ lattice in a connected or
disconnected manner does not matter explicitly, though smaller periodicity arrays can be written
for a disconnected pattern of dots, due to the reasons already outlined.
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Figure 3.3: Plot of induced carrier density difference, Δ , within the graphene under an HSQ
pillar lattice generated from a COMSOL electrostatic model for pillars of different diameter.
The carrier density modulation is significantly stronger for wider pillars. In this model, the
lattice periodicity is 40nm (square), the hBN spacer is 20nm thick, the pillars are 30nm tall, and
the metallic top gate voltage is

=

5V.

There are multiple publications on writing nanoscale features in HSQ which guided my
attempts [13–15]. Writing in thinner HSQ and developing under sonication greatly aid the
fabrication of smaller features. However, while many of these papers boast “10nm” sized
features, it is difficult to write a closely spaced array of dots on this length scale for a few
reasons. How small one can write a feature is generally limited to the scattering inherent in the
system, which can be simulated by applying a point spread function to the pattern. If one wants
to simply expose a small “dot” in an effort to achieve the smallest length feature they can write,
this scattering will limit how small the dot can be, but it will not destroy it. When writing an
array of closely spaced dots, each neighboring dot will also add to the scattering background
dosage of the whole array, limiting the dosage resolution one can achieve. This background has
the effect of cross-linking the dots with strands of developed HSQ between them. Additionally, I
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am limited not by the smallest lattice I can write, but by the smallest lattice which writes with
minimal error over multiple microns. I settled on writing 5um x 10um arrays for this project.
Furthermore, I needed to write somewhat large dots, albeit in close proximity with each other.
Since the gating structure is forced to be some distance from the graphene 2DEG, modulations in
the equipotential profile created by small features will have the effect of being smoothed out a
distance away. As can be seen in Figure 3.3, as the dot size is reduced, the modulation effect is
reduced as well. Thus, my goal in designing a lattice is to pattern feature sizes which are on the
same length scale as the periodicity itself; which is to say, write the largest dots possible.
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Figure 3.4: SEM images of HSQ pillar lattices with 50nm pitch. (a) HSQ pillars written on bare
SiO2 substrate, (b): Same HSQ pattern/dose as (a) written on hBN substrate leads to poor
adhesion. (c, d): HSQ on hBN substrate written with a higher dose which increases adhesion and
thickens pillars. Some crosslinking between pillars is visible at high magnification. (e) same
HSQ lattice in (c, d) metallized non-destructively. (f) Entire hBN encapsulated graphene Hall bar
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with metallized HSQ lattice. The resulting lattice is malformed, due to poorly adhered HSQ
pillars.
While writing an array of HSQ dots is relatively straightforward on SiO2, it is not so on
an hBN encapsulated graphene stack. Figure 3.4 shows my results writing HSQ holes on
different materials, written with a pitch of 50nm. As the SEM images show, the HSQ pattern
suffers from serious adhesion problems when written on a BN substrate instead of SiO2.
Adhesion can be improved by increasing the e-beam charge dosage, though this also has the
effect of thickening and cross-linking the HSQ pillars written (Figure 3.4 d). Since this
overdosing increases background scattering effects in the array, it will invariably limit how small
the lattice constant can become using this method. Fortunately, metal can be evaporated onto the
HSQ lattice non-destructively and conformally to the HSQ dot topography (Fig 3.4 e).
Applying this gating structure to an hBN encapsulated graphene stack was not successful
however, and led me to abandon the idea of placing the gate on top of the stack. After
developing a metallized HSQ lattice recipe for hBN, I attempted to fabricate these lattices onto
hBN encapsulated graphene stacks. The resulting devices were measured and displayed the
transport characteristics of an extremely disordered graphene 2DEG, and no signs of an ordered
superlattice potential. Under SEM imaging the reason was clear: the HSQ pillars were collapsed,
missing, or clumped together across the samples (Fig. 3.4 f). I found that nanolithography
recipes developed for hBN were not necessarily transferable to hBN/graphene heterostructures
(or “stacks”). The reasons for this failure were not entirely determined. Perhaps it is related to
the conducting graphene sheet in close proximity to the HSQ layer, or perhaps the thickness of
the hBN/graphene stacks lowers the HSQ layer thickness. The variability of stack thicknesses
may make them a poor substrate for fine lithography where tolerances are greatly diminished.
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What is clear, is that re-developing such fine lithography on hBN/graphene heterostructures is
too onerous due to the large amount of man-hours necessary in fabricating each stack.
Consequently, I re-focused my efforts on a scheme in which the lattice could be placed
underneath the stack so that it could be developed separately.
3.1.4 Etched graphite gate
In parallel with my attempts at HSQ gating lattices, I worked on an etched graphite gate
design, in which an array of holes are etched into graphite using a PMMA mask. Many of the
lattice requirements were the same however: large holes to increase the modulation and minimal
lattice errors over multiple microns. The van der Waals heterostructure is then placed on top of
this gate after it is shaped and annealed for cleanliness [16]. I used O2 plasma to etch the
graphite, which is not ideal, considering it etches PMMA fast as well. Fortunately I could rely
on my PMMA mask being much thicker than the graphite, so that it could survive the etching
process. Adhesion over a connected PMMA mask is not an issue, even on graphite, which allows
for smaller doses. Losing this overdosing restriction allowed me to lower the periodicity to
40nm from the 50nm used in HSQ.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Device resistance of etched graphite gate device, measured at 350mK. (b) Device
resistance measured under low magnetic field at 1.7 K. The measurement is taken along lines of
contestant field, so that variations in the local gate charge between traces appear as dislocations
and oscillations along the y-axis.
The device which was fabricated using this technique showed a promising result, but also
a serious flaw. As Fig. 2.5 (a) shows, the device resistance displayed many small peaks as
function of carrier density. This is a basic expectation of a superlattice device, in which we
expect the lattice to create minimizations in the density-of-states at integer fillings of the
superlattice cell. Unfortunately, these minimizations were too closely spaced in density to be
caused by this effect. Though, the larger issue was the apparent dislocations and offsets in
density seen in the magnetic field data (Fig. 2.5 b). The bottom gate seemed to maintain varying
levels of charge as the applied voltage was modulated. I speculate that this was due to the
etching process in the graphite gate; that molecules had been created around the rim of the holes
which trapped charges and created disorder throughout the sample. Without a compelling reason
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to return to this device structure, I decided that I would need to rely on metal as the gating
material, as it would more reliably conduct without trapping charges.
3.1.5 Perforated metal gate

Figure 3.6: (a) Schematic of the lattice lithography. Holes are first plasma etched into the SiO2
dielectric using a PMMA mask. After the mask is removed, AuPd is evaporated at an angle onto
the lattice to form a perforated gate. (b) SEM image of a metallic superlattice gate with triangular
symmetry and 40nm periodicity. The angled evaporation creates oval holes.
Initially, I experimented with etching holes into a thin metal gate using a PMMA mask.
These etched gates showed a high degree of surface roughness after the etching process, which I
attributed to etched metal collecting around the edges of holes during the plasma etch process
(SEM imaging showed particle aggregation at these locations). Also, the finished gates would
sometimes be destroyed by the vacuum annealing process used to clean them. Fortunately, this
idea was superseded with a more straightforward one. This was to etch the holes in SiO2 and
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then evaporate metal onto the holes. As Fig 3.6 shows, this results in a metallic lattice with holes
in it. Angled evaporation ensures that no disconnected islands of metal collect within the holes
trenches (Fig. 3.6 a). The SEM image of these metallic gates (Fig. 3.6 b) depicts the oval shape
this angled evaporation gives the holes.
Etching holes directly into the SiO2 ended up being enormously effective and convenient.
Firstly, it is much faster to iterate and refine a fabrication process which utilizes a bare Si/SiO2
chip as a platform as opposed to a fabricated stack or even a single exfoliated layer of material.
Secondly, there is much less unintentional variation from Si wafer-to-wafer than there is in any
fabricated platform, such as a van der Waals heterostructure or metallic gate, which leads to
more repeatable results. Thirdly, by starting with the fabrication of the lattice, I can write many
lattices on a single chip utilizing a variety of doses. This allows me to place the heterostructure
on the best lattice outcome. A variety of doses can offset many different unintentional variances
in the fabrication process, such as resist thickness, development, and etching strength. Finally,
one can apply cleaning techniques to the SiO2 hole lattice which are not compatible with metals
and van der Waals materials. These cleaning techniques include annealing, plasma etching, and
piranha etching.
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Figure 3.7: Transport from a metallic superlattice gate device. Rxx and 1/Rxy both show the
existence of a superlattice induced gap along
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and measured to a maximum field of %
broadened quantization plateaus, *

, "#

4, $2#. This data was taken at T=1.7K
3). High disorder in the system leads to

2.

The device resulting from this approach showed the first convincing sign of Hofstadter
quantization. Fig. 3.7 shows transport under magnetic field. Due to a large amount of disorder
in the device, the *
of the *

2 states dominate over large density ranges. Though, a second trajectory

$2 state can be seen, which crosses

0 at positive field. This state, strong enough

to persist even in an environment of heavy disorder, is a Hofstadter fractal state
4, $2#. The x-intercept of this trajectory corresponds to ⁄

4(

, "#

is the superlattice cell

density). The large disorder in the sample was also seen in a reference sample cut from the same
hBN/graphene heterostructure, which rested on the same metallic gate but in a region without
any holes. I took this as a sign of charging issues in the metallic backgate. Though, instead of
working to solve this issue, we realized there was a much simpler design which became our
ultimate superlattice gating scheme.
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3.1.6 SiO2 dielectric lattice
Our current design for these devices is simply to etch an array of holes in the SiO2 and
use that to modulate charge density in the 2DEG. This is a pure simplification of the previous
method, in which I etch holes and then evaporate a gate onto them. This method works because
the SiO2 and the hole (vacuum) have different dielectric constants, (~4 and ~1 respectively).
This shapes the dielectric field in the vicinity of the holes, which creates a periodically
modulated electron density induced in the graphene layer. My initial concern was that this effect
would not compare in strength to a patterned gate directly positioned under the heterostructure.
In order to check this, I constructed an electrostatic model using COMSOL (Fig. 3.8).

Figure 3.8: Electrostatic COMSOL models of a graphene heterostructure on two different gating
-.+ within a cross-section of the model
schemes. Both the displacement field magnitude, +,
(bottom), and the corresponding induced charge within the graphene (top) are plotted. (a) a local
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metallic gate (green dotted line) evaporated onto an etched hole array in SiO2. The model
encompasses one superlattice cell centered on the etched hole (yellow dotted line), but is given
periodic boundary conditions on the lateral borders which correspond to a square lattice with
40nm pitch. A thin hBN flake (back dotted line) rests between the metallic gate and grounded
graphene sheet (blue dotted line). (b) is similar to (a), but the metallic local gate is absent. In
model (a), the local gate voltage,
50 (

12

/0

1.2 , whereas in model (b), the Si gate voltage,

12

=

= 0 in model a). These voltages are picked so that the average induced charge in

the graphene are roughly equivalent between the two models. Of note, is that the charge
variation above the hole is also equivalent, indicating that the two gating schemes are equally
effective.
The induced charge modulation on the graphene sheet results from the varying
displacement field incident on the bottom of the sheet. Models (Fig 3.8) show that the shaped
dielectric is just as effective as a shaped gate in creating a spatially varying displacement field
onto a grounded graphene plane some distance above (5nm in this case). Due to the close
proximity of the local gate, it is modeled as having much lower voltage (Vlocal = +1.2 V) than the
distant Si gate (VSi = +50 V) in the case of a shaped dielectric alone. Since the ability to offset
an induced mean charge density using another gate, such as a metallic top gate, is limited by
dielectric breakdown, an ideal superlattice gate creates the most charge modulation while
imparting the least total charge. Hence, these values were picked to induce roughly equivalent
mean charge densities over the graphene surface so that the density modulation could be
compared. The COMSOL modeling is discussed in further detail in Chapter 3.3.3.
The simplicity of this architecture allows for much cleaner devices as well. The array of
holes in SiO2 is cleaner before the lithography needed for a local gate. While the SiO2 itself can
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be cleaned thoroughly, evaporating metal onto it introduces residues from lithography resist in
addition to any impurities and roughness in the metal layer. Graphene heterojunctions placed
directly onto a clean SiO2 lattice have significantly fewer scattering defects.
I made many devices of this type, perfecting the recipe. A main point of improvement
came in how I cleaned away the PMMA etching mask after shaping the SiO2. The plasma
etching has the effect of hardening the pmma surface so that it does not dissolve in acetone as it
would otherwise and leaves remnants of a hardened skin on the chip. Instead of using acetone to
remove the etch mask, etching the mask away with O2 plasma will remove it more completely.
When followed by a piranha etch (see Chap. 3.2), this cleaning generally leaves no detectable
residue (by AFM). With this improvement, I was able to make larger, cleaner devices, and
ultimately see clear superlattice induced satellite peaks (Chapter 4.1).

Figure 3.9: SEM images of the two dielectric lattices used for this work. (a) Triangular lattice
with 40nm pitch. (b) Square lattice with 35nm pitch. A thin layer of AuPd was sputtered onto
the lattices for imaging purposes, which imparts a craggy texture to the SiO2, not present in the
actual measured devices.
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3.2 Final lattice recipe
Here I present my current, complete recipe for fabricating a SiO2 superlattice upon which
a heterostructure can be transferred. I hope this will be a helpful starting point for others trying to
fabricate similar lattices.
1. Spin resist on SiO2/Si chip
a. PMMA 495 A2 resist is used for its resolution, low viscosity, and low residue.
b. Spin at 3500rpm for 1 minute (1000 rpm/second acceleration).
c. Bake 180 degree C for 1 minute.
d. Expected thickness, " ≅ 50nm
2. Write circle array pattern
a. I prefer writing a small circle for each hole site as opposed to a single pixel. I’ve
found that this makes the dosing more reliable, and hole width easier to control.
b. Tools- I used two different e-beam writers. I did the majority of my recipe
development and fabrication using the Nanobeam nB4 at Columbia University.
However, I used the Elionix ELS-G100 system at the CUNY ASRC to write the
square lattices.
i. Nanobeam nB4 at Columbia University, 80kV
ii. Elionix ELS-G100 at CUNY ASRC, 100kV
c. Low currents used to give smallest beam width available in system.
i. Nanobeam nB4: 4 = 0.5nA

ii. Elionix ELS-G100: 4 = 0.1nA
d. Dosing: I write a range of doses to account for unforeseen variances in my whole
process. For a single pattern, I generally write at 20 doses, with 5% offsets
between them. Even between arrays fabricated in parallel, I may see optimal
results within a dosing variance of ±20%. The dosing varies greatly depending
on the width of the circles used and pitch as well. Here are the approximate doses
used in the triangular and square lattices.
i. Triangular lattice: 20 Coulombs / meter2
1. Nanobeam nB4 tool
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2. 40nm pitch, 20nm circle diameter
ii. Square lattice: 140 Coulombs / meter2
1. Elionix ELS-G100 tool
2. 35nm pitch, 10nm circle diameter
3. Development
a. Cold, short, sonicated developments have allowed me to write the smallest pitch
lattices.
b. Developer: IPA:MiBK solution in 3:1 ratio, kept refrigerated to ~3 degrees C
c. 30 second development
d. Rinse: short IPA rinse and N2 blow-dry
4. Plasma etch
a. O2 descum:
i. A very short (~10 second, depending on power) pre-etch in oxygen plasma
helps expose the SiO2 in the developed holes (it etches undeveloped
PMMA at the hole sites).
ii. After this etch, the PMMA mask thickness is only reduced by ~5nm.
Over-etching will destroy the lattice pattern.
b. SiO2 etch:
i. tool: OXFORD PLASMALAB 80 PLUS ICP 65 at Columbia University
ii. Gasses: CHF3 (40 sccm) + Argon (5 sccm)
iii. Power: 60 W forward power; 0 W ICP power
iv. Etched in short intervals to control temperature
1. Each cycle is a 30 second etch + 1minute cooling period.
2. 15 cycles used to etch roughly 50nm deep.
5. Clean
a. O2 plasma etch chip till no PMMA is visible.
b. Clean in hot piranha acid mixture (sulphuric acid: hydrogen peroxide mixture in
3:1 ratio, significant safety precautions necessary)
i. 15 minutes at 160 degrees C.
ii. 3 minute rinse in DI water.
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3.3 Device design
3.3.1 Hall bar lithography

Figure 3.10: Optical images of a dielectric superlattice device throughout lithography. (a, b)
Encapsulated hBN/graphene heterostructure on SiO2 dielectric lattice. The largest flake is the
top hBN, the graphene is outlined in purple and the bottom hBN flake is outlined in yellow.
Etched lattice is outlined in blue in (a) and faintly visible in (b). (c) Device contacts are etched
and deposited into stack. (d) Device leads and top gate pattern in PMMA (e) HSQ bridges
written between leads and top gate. (f) Final shaping of device is done through plasma etching.
HSQ protects the channels between leads and top gate.
Devices for this project were fabricated into a Hall bar geometry so that a 4 probe
measurement of the voltages both parallel and perpendicular to the current could be measured.
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The graphene heterostructure was kept relatively simple: a single sheet of graphene was
encapsulated by two hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) flakes. In addition to the Si gate, a metallic
gate was deposited on top of the stack as well. Of crucial importance is the use of a thin hBN
layer for the bottom of the stack, which separates the dielectric superlattice and the graphene
layer, in order to induce a strong periodic gating effect. While the use of hBN flakes as thin as
1nm have been reported, I used flakes of 3nm-5nm in an effort to isolate the graphene from the
SiO2 surface roughness [9,10].
Figure 3.10 depicts optical images of my primary triangular lattice device throughout its
lithography steps. I start with a relatively simple stack of hBN on graphene on hBN deposited
onto my etched SiO2 substrate using van der Waals stacking techniques [8,16]. This stack covers
the 5um x 10um rectangular array of holes etched into the SiO2. These elements are all visible in
Fig. 3.10 (b) without the need of outlines. Figure 3.10 (c) shows the device after metal contacts
have been added. I etch into the stack to expose the graphene 1-D edge and evaporate a series of
metals, Cr/Pd/Au at thicknesses 1nm/20nm/50nm, respectively. This combination of metals has
been shown to form a low resistance electrical connection to graphene at its edge [8].
Figure 3.10 (f) shows the device in its final state, after it has been plasma etched so that
graphene only remains under the top gate and around the leads. The blue regions reveal the HSQ
mask locations, where the full stack thickness is still intact. This process was developed so that
there are no further lift-off processes after the top gate is in place. It was found that under
subsequent lift-off procedures, the metallic top gate would possibly shift in position or become
removed entirely. For this reason, the HSQ mask remains in the final device. Ultimately, I am
left with 6 leads, making a Hall bar, and a metallic top gate in addition to the Si gate underneath.
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A drawback to this architecture, is that I do not have an independent gate to dope the contact
regions of the device separate from the Hall bar.
3.3.2 Effective potential of dielectric lattice

Figure 3.11: How the effective superlattice potential, 718 9.#, arises from a spatially varying
charge density,

9.#, in graphene.

While the strength of the superlattice potential is modulated by the superlattice gate,

18 ,

it also varies depending on the average carrier density, :, in the graphene 2DEG. The direct
effect of the superlattice gate is to create a periodic, fluctuating carrier density,

9.#, over the

graphene surface, due to the diminished local gate capacitance at the hole sites. Figure 3.11
shows how a varying carrier density,

9.#, leads to an effective superlattice potential, 718 9.#

;< = 9.#> $ ;< :# through variation in Dirac point energies, ;< =
$ ?

9.##@AB CD|

9.#>

9.#|.

In our initial calculations, we assume a flat-band gating model of the graphene, in which
the local carrier density on the graphene plane is completely defined by geometric capacitance,
9.#

F18 9.#/ #

18

FHI / #

HI .

Here, F18 and

voltage of the superlattice gate, while FHI and

HI
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18

refer to the capacitance (per area) and

refer to that of the metallic top-gate. F18 9.#

is spatially dependent due to the superlattice dielectric shaping of the SiO2 oxide. The induced
9.#

carrier density can be broken into two contributions,
average carrier density over the graphene surface and ∆
dependent only on

18

and they are proportional: ∆

9.#

:

∆

9.#, such that : is the

9.# is the periodic variation. ∆
∆F18 9.#/ )

18

9.# is

as a consequence of

the linear electrostatic capacitor system. Here, ∆F18 (9.) represents the periodic variation in
̅ +∆F18 (9.).
F18 (9.)= F18
The effective superlattice potential is then:
718 (9.) = ;< = :
718 (9., :,

18 )

∆ (9.)> − ;< ( : ) = ℏAB √D M ? ( : )C| :| − ? ( :

= ℏAB √D M ? ( : )C| :| − ? ( :

(∆F18 (9.)/ )

∆ (9.))C| :

18 )C| :

∆ (9.)|N

(∆F18 (9.)/ )

18 |N

This equation loses relevance as the magnetic field is increased and the band structure is affected
by the formation of Landau levels, but it is sufficient for an estimation of our lattice strength.
A powerful aspect of the dielectric superlattice system, is that the sign of 718 (9.) inverts
with the superlattice gate voltage

18 .

This is because the sign of 718 (9.), locally, is opposite the

charge carrier variation, ∆ (9.) = (∆F18 (9.)/ )

18 .

In our system, when

18

> 0, the etched SiO2

hole sites coincide with lower carrier density, effectively creating repulsive lattice sites
(718 (9.PQ

2RS )

> 0). However, when

18

< 0, these on-site potentials, 718 (9.PQ

2RS )

< 0, create

an attractive potential. Similarly, the strength of 718 also grows with the magnitude of

18 .

The periodic capacitance, ∆F18 (9.), can be estimated using an electrostatic COMSOL
model, which solves for the electrostatic potential throughout the volume between the graphene
and Si gate (superlattice gate) of a superlattice unit cell (or multiple of cells). Details of this
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model are given in the next section, Chapter 3.3.3. The COMSOL provided solution for ∆F18 9.#
enables a solution for 718 9., :,
Fitting 718 (9., :,
perturbation: 7H18 (9.) =

18 )

18 )

as a function of average carrier density, :, and

to our simple theoretical model for the triangular lattice

∑[2\ cos=Y.2 ∙ 9.> gives us an estimate for

( :,

18 ).

the 3 primary lowest order Fourier components of a triangular lattice; +Y.2 + =
(

H18

18 .

=40nm), is the lattice periodicity. We use this method to find

Here, Y.2 , are

]^

_`a √[

over the range of

densities relevant to our study. The primary region of interest, are those densities corresponding
to Fig. 4.9, where we compare the fractal subband spectra of different lattice geometries.
Specifically this corresponds to 2 < * < 26 & ( ⁄( < 1 for
interest, our initial

18

=

50 . Within this region of

estimate takes values between 10meV-45meV. The superlattice strength

diminishes as : increases. For the average densities, :, represented in Fig. 4.2 and 4.3, where
we show satellite peaks at % = 0T, the lattice strength implied by this model is much larger
because the carrier densities are much lower. For this model of the triangular device, at : =
4

,

is estimated as 48meV at

18

=

50 . Though, for such low densities, the carrier

density variation, ∆ , is large enough to switch the carrier type to hole at the lattice sites. It is
likely that disorder effects near the Dirac point, limit this effect and lower the effective
superlattice potential.
Overall, the dielectric superlattice strength is larger when the system has a lower quantum
capacitance. When the quantum capacitance is low, the Dirac point energy, ;< (9.), will have a
larger variation for a given variation in carrier density, (9.). However, factoring in quantum
capacitance effects into our overall capacitance for the system has the effect of lowering our
initial estimate. We can update our solutions in an iterative fashion by introducing a varying
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Dirac point energy, ;< 9.#, (calculated from our

estimate) over the graphene surface into the

COMSOL simulation. Over the same region of interest, (the carrier densities relevant to Figure
4.9 and 4.10) this method leads to lowered estimated of
our theoretical models, we therefore estimate

values between 10meV-25meV. For

=10meV. Overall, the superlattice strength is

stronger at densities where the quantum capacitance is lower, as there is greater variation in
;< = 9.#>; but corrections to the flat-band model have a more substantial reducing effect at these
densities as well.
3.3.3 COMSOL model
In order to estimate the periodic capacitance in the device, we used a COMSOL
electrostatic model. The model encompasses two unit cells of the triangular superlattice, with
periodic boundary conditions in the lateral directions in order to simulate an infinite array. The
upper boundary is the graphene,
gate,

18

=

d efSQS

0V; the lower boundary is the Si or superlattice

50 . Since the graphene is modeled as a grounded metallic plane, our model does

not need to extend above the graphene. The graphene will be gated from above as well (there is
a metallic top gate), but this will not contribute to the variation in carrier density through the
graphene plane. The model encompasses three components with different relative permittivity
constants, the hBN flake (gfhi = 3.1) [17,18], the SiO2 oxide (g12j = 3.9), and the etched
holes (gfP/S = 1). The bottom hBN thickness (5nm) and the SiO2 oxide thickness (270nm) match
the triangular lattice device specifically. The etched hole diameter (16nm), depth (50nm), and
general shape match top-down and cross-sectional SEM images taken of identically prepared
lattices.
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Figure 3.12: (a) Overview of the COMSOL model of the triangular lattice device of pitch 40nm,
which is detailed in the text. Highlighted are the graphene and Si gate boundaries, and various
volumetric regions of the model. (b) A cross-sectional plot of the displacement field magnitude
within the model. Field lines are represented in white. The graphene and Si gate boundaries are
represented by blue and green dashed lines respectively. The hBN region is outlined in black.
The etched hole (outlined with a dashed yellow line) reduces the displacement field within its
volume, and in the hBN directly above it. Variations in the displacement field incident the
graphene plane result in a spatially varying carrier density. A thin hBN layer is critical in
preserving the strength of these field variations.
The charge density in the graphene is calculated from the displacement field profile
directly under the graphene surface, k 9.#

-. ∙ l, where l
,

$m̂ is normal the bottom surface.

From the surface charge profile, we calculate the periodic capacitance profile: ∆F18 9.#
$ k 9.# $ k:#/

18 ,

where k: is the mean charge density over a unit cell. This is then used to

estimate the superlattice potential strength,

, as described in the previous section.
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Figure 3.13: COMSOL derived solutions to the graphene surface charge (for

18

50 ) and

the capacitance variation, ∆F18 9.#.
3.3.4 STM characterization of lattice strength
STM measurements of an exposed graphene device were performed by Xiaodong Zhou
using an Unisoku STM at the IBM T. J. Watson Research Center. Of principle interest was a
measurement of the lattice potential imparted onto the graphene. This was measured by
comparing the dirac point energies, ;< , at the hole and anti-hole sites (Fig. 3.14). At these two
locations, we took multiple dI/dV measurements, and extracted ;< from the tip bias when dI/dV
(proportional to DOS) was minimized.
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Figure 3.14: (a) A comparison the STM measured Dirac energies, ED, and our estimates of the
Dirac energies in this device from our COMSOL based model. Inset: dI/dV map the graphene
surface showing the specific locations of the hole and anti-hole sites. (b) Total difference in the
Dirac point energies between hole and anti-hole sites. Non-monotonicity in the measured STM
data reflects the substantial error in this measurement.
Our solution for 718 9., :,

18 #

is compared with direct measurement of the minimum and

maximum dirac point energies, ;< = 9.#>, taken from STM measurements. The graphene in the
modeled device is completely exposed, so there is no top gate; : is a function of

18

only. The

hBN flake is also thicker for this device, 12nm, which reduces ∆F18 9.# relative to the transport
device presented in the main text. Since, these differences lead to a weaker lattice strength than
present in those devices used in our transport studies, we use the STM measurements here to
confirm the validity of our model, rather than predict the transport device lattice strengths
directly. Our modeled values ;<
difference, ∆;<

18 #,

18 #

at the hole and anti-hole sites, as well as their

are presented in Fig. 3.14 and compared with STM experiment.
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While the results of STM and our model are similar in order of magnitude, our model
seems to underestimate the lattice strength relative to measurement. Subsequent STM
measurements showed a reproducibility error of +/-50meV in this system in determining ;< .
Therefore, we consider these results in agreement for the purposes of estimating the lattice
strength’s rough magnitude at least. Future STM experiments will hopefully not only allow a
better measurement of our lattice strength, but another measure of the Hofstadter spectrum in
these devices.
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3.3.5 Superlattice potential models

Figure 3.15: Superlattice potentials 718 9.# (a) Triangular superlattice of 40nm periodicity with
=10meV. (b) Square superlattice of 35nm periodicity with
of 35nm periodicity with

=10meV &

=10meV. (c) Square superlattice

=10meV.

Presented are the superlattice potentials, 718 9.#, used for calculation of the band
structures in Chapter 4. In actual experiment, the strength of our band structures changes with
density and magnetic field, due to variations in the quantum capacitance. For this reason, we
make a rough model of our system’s superlattice potentials for calculation of an approximate
band structure to compare against. As discussed in the chapters previous, we pick the strength of
the primary Fourier components to have magnitude,
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=10meV.

For the triangular superlattice potential, 7H18 9.#, we found that a simple model
approximated the shape of our COMSOL models and STM maps sufficiently (Fig. 3.14 a):
[

7H18 9.#

o cos=Y.2 ∙ 9.>
2\

Where Y.2 are three basic lattice vectors of length +Y.2 +

]^
_`a √[

and (

H18

40nm), oriented 120

degrees relative to each other. This lowest order triangular lattice, is inherently asymmetric. The
potential maxima, occurring at the lattice sites or holes, are stronger in magnitude than the
potential minima which occur between the holes. From an electrostatics perspective, we expect
the experimentally realized potential to be relatively constant at these anti-hole sites because the
SiO2 is flat beneath these points. Our COMSOL models and STM images support this
prediction.
Using a similar lowest order model for the square lattice creates a perfectly symmetric
potential (Fig 3.14 b), which we do not expect. We therefore, picked a model with a simple
higher order term (Fig 3.14 c):
-.2 ∙ 9.>
o cos=p

7118 (9.) =

2\

Here, the lowest order term coefficient,
coefficient,

-.2 + =
=10meV (+p

^
``a

,

118

-. ∙ 9.> cos=p
-. ∙ 9.>
cos=p

=10meV as before, as does the higher order
= 35nm). This term gives the shape of the potential

the anti-symmetric shape we expect electrostatically. However, as discussed in Chapters 1.3.5
and 4.2.5, the lowest order terms, which form a symmetric lattice in the square geometry, have
an exponentially stronger effect over the fractal Landau subband structure [19,20].
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Chapter 4: Transport in dielectric superlattice systems
4.1 Superlattice induced band folding
4.1.1 Triangular superlattice
The first distinguishable superlattice induced transport feature in these devices is the
appearance of satellite peaks in resistivity when a voltage is applied to the Si gate. While both
the Si gate and the metallic top gate change the carrier density in the system, only the Si gate
changes the strength of the superlattice charge modulation as well. Figure 4.1 (a) shows device
resistance as a function of both gates. Note that, unless otherwise stated, all transport data
presented in this chapter was taken in a He3 cryostat at

220

250mK.

Figure 4.1: (a) Triangular superlattice device resistance plotted against top gate voltage,
superlattice gate voltage,
density, ⁄

, and

.

(Si gate). (b) Same data replotted against normalized carrier
is the supercell density.
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, and

This data can be re-plotted against density instead of top gate voltage through the
⁄

equation:

̅ ⁄

where

and ̅ are the gates capacitances of

the top and superlattice (metallic and Si) gates respectively. As described in Chapter 3.3.2, the
capacitance coupling to the Si (superlattice) gate, can be viewed as having a spatial average
component and periodically varying component:

= ̅ +∆

. For our calculation of

the mean carrier density in the device (which we label, , for this discussion), we consider only
the spatially averaged component, ̅ . Under these axes, extra maxima in the resistivity are
0V however,

apparent at sufficiently strong positive or negative Si gate voltages. Near
there is only a single maxima at ⁄

0 as is expected for graphene under no superlattice

perturbation.
Resistive maxima at non-zero density in this device are the result of band folding,
induced by the superlattice potential. These maxima can be seen in Fig. 4.2 a.

Figure 4.2 (a) Triangular superlattice device resistance, , vs normalized carrier density, ⁄
at

50V (solid black line),

0V (blue dashed line), and
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50V (red line).

,

(b) Modeled density of states ( !") for this system at

50V and no superlattice potential

(blue dashed line) for comparison. (c) Modeled band diagram for this system at

= +50V.

The modeled band structure and !" for this system and the square lattice system (Fig 4.3) were
generated by Mikito Koshino at Tohoku University.
Clearly, the peaks in device resistance coincide with minima in the calculated density of
states. There are two main peaks in device resistance at ⁄
folding [1].

= ±4 due to Bloch band

is the superlattice cell density in the device such that the ⁄

= ±4 condition

gives 4 electrons or 4 holes within each unit cell, respectively. Near these densities, the first
Bloch band (in yellow in Figure 4.2 c) becomes completely filled and the second bands (in blue)
start to fill, due to the 4-fold degeneracy of the graphene medium. At the meeting point between
these bands, mini-dirac cones are formed similarly to graphene moiré systems, causing a
diminished DOS [2]. There is also a clear asymmetry between these resistance peaks heights at
⁄

= ±4. The peak at ⁄

= +4 (for

= +50V) is much taller, which matches the

significantly deeper predicted DOS minima at this position. This asymmetry arises from the
differences in how the 1st and 2nd bands (yellow and blue respectively in Fig 4.2 c) touch in the
calculated band structure. On the electron side, these bands touch only at the six M points,
creating a singularity where DOS → 0, surrounded by a region of very low DOS. On the hole
side, these bands touch at both the X, Y, and M points, and at slightly different energies, which
maintains a non-zero DOS which is generally higher in this region.
In addition to these satellite Dirac peaks, there is another strong maxima near either
⁄

= −7 when the superlattice voltage is strongly positive or ⁄

= +7 when it is strongly

negative. This results from a discontinuity in the density of states, which can be seen near
⁄

= −7 in Fig. 4.2 (b). The modeling corresponds to the system under positive superlattice
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gate voltages, so that both the DOS profile (Fig. 4.2 b) and band diagram (Fig. 4.2 c) coincide
with the solid black trace in the experimental resistance measurements (Fig. 4.2 a). Within the
band diagram, at hole fillings, the 3rd band (green) overlaps the 2nd band (blue) creating a
discontinuity in the DOS and a local minimum in the density. While the DOS does not
completely determine the device resistance in a 2DES, it is strongly correlated, and that
correlation is very clear between our experimental data and our theoretical models.
As discussed in Chapter 3.3.2, the superlattice potential inverts in sign for negative
superlattice voltages,

. This inversion of the potential has the effect of inverting the calculated

band structure as well. For this reason, the resistance traces for
roughly mirror each other, around
resistance maxima at ⁄
⁄

= +7 peak in the

= +50V and

= −50V,

= 0. This inversion is most clear in the existence of a local

= +7 for the

= −50V trace (red line, Fig. 4.2 a) mirroring the

= +50V trace.

Other peaks, like those at ⁄

= ±12, match theory as well. They arise at a diminished

DOS where the 3rd bands on the hole and electron side become completely filled. In the
theoretical DOS, we see a huge minimum, due to the clear separation of the 3rd and 4th bands in
energy. Though, because the superlattice potential itself loses strength as the overall mean
density, , in the 2DEG rises, we only see a small resistance maxima (see Chap. 3.3.2).
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4.1.2 Square superlattice

Figure 4.3 (a) Square superlattice device resistance, , vs normalized carrier density, ⁄
= +40V (solid black line),

0V (blue dashed line), and

, at

40V (red line). (b)

40V and no superlattice potential (blue

Modeled density of states for this system at

40V.

dashed line) for comparison. (c) Modeled band diagram for this system at

Resistance data in the square lattice device similarly matches theoretical models. The
analysis is similar to that for the triangular device. Resistance peaks appear at ⁄
coincident with filling to the superlattice cell Brillouin zone boundary. At

#4,

0V, the

superlattice effect appears absent in the system. Moreover, asymmetrical features appear at
opposite relative densities, ⁄

, depending on whether the superlattice gate,

, is positively or

negatively biased. While these general features match our expectations for a superlattice system,
the square superlattice experimental results do not match our band structure model as well as
they did for the triangular superlattice device. In comparison to our theoretically defined DOS,
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the secondary peaks near ⁄

= ±8 (incident with a second full filling of the superlattice cell

Brillouin zone) do not match their expected positions near ±6.5

. This seems to imply there is

less band overlap in our experimentally realized system than is present in our model. A likely
explanation is that the actual superlattice potential is stronger than we have modeled due to the
low carrier density (see Chap. 3.3.2). A stronger superlattice potential both lowers the DOS
minima and moves the expected DOS minima closer to ⁄

= ±4, ±8, by diminishing band

overlap. Though, we have picked a lower potential strength for our model to better match the
high carrier density conditions in our magnetoresistance measurements.
There is also a high degree of asymmetry between the feature strengths at positive and
negative carrier densities, not represented in this model. While our square model potential does
include higher order terms which break this symmetry, they do not seem to sufficiently
characterize asymmetry in this system at zero magnetic field. Still, the resistance peaks at
⁄

= ±4 are much more equivalent in height than in the triangular device (Fig. 4.2 a),

showing that the square lattice band structure is the more symmetric of the two.
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4.1.3 Temperature smearing

Figure 4.4: Temperature dependence of superlattice induced satellite peaks in square lattice
device for

= +40V. Lines plotted with various offsets for clarity.

The square lattice device was measured at higher temperatures in order to estimate the
superlattice potential strength. As Figure 4.4 shows, there is little difference between the
satellite peaks strengths, as the temperature is increased from the base of

230mK to 30K.

At 100K, however, we see a significant decrease in the prominence of superlattice induced
satellite peaks. We interpret this to be consistent with a lattice strength on the order of 100K /
10meV, which is in agreement with our estimations of the superlattice coupling from our
electrostatic models (Chapter 3.3.2). Coincidentally, 100K has also been cited as the relevant
energy scale for moiré lattice coupling as well [3].
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4.1.4 Interaction between dielectric and moiré superlattices
One of our square superlattice devices also contained a moiré superlattice
(unintentionally), raising the question of how these two interact. Figure 4.5 depicts device
resistance at various superlattice voltages,

. At

dielectric superlattice cell Brillouin zone ( = ±4

= 0, satellite peaks induced by the
), disappear as we would expect. At much

larger fillings however, peaks coinciding with 4-fold filling of the moiré superlattice cell
Brillouin zone remain ( = ±4 1 ), as that superlattice potential is independent of
have used 1 = 7.8 15 234 to mean the moiré superlattice cell density, while

. Here, I
= 8.2 14 234

is the supercell density of the square dielectric superlattice, an order of magnitude smaller. 1 is
estimated from the spacing between satellite peaks and implies a moiré periodicity of
12.2nm [3]. Fortunately, the moiré lattice has a minimal effect on the band structure at the
carrier densities and magnetic fields on which we focus for most of this study. Since

≈

5
5

fractal subband formation resulting from the moiré lattice, onsets at magnetic fields about 10
times higher than needed for the dielectric superlattice, 6 7 = 7

=

7 . We therefore

disregard the moiré superlattice in the bulk of our analysis. However, there is some degree of
interference, likely responsible for a less clear mini-gap structure in magnetic field than we
observe for the triangular device.
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1 ,

Figure 4.5: Device resistivity (Ω/□) of the square lattice device extended to high densities where
moiré peaks reside. Zoom-in regions of the left and right moiré peaks show the emergence of
peaks with superlattice gate voltage.
Figure 4.5 depicts device resistance at densities near

= ±4 1 (4 holes per moiré lattice

cell). Near these regions, new peaks in resistance emerge as the dielectric superlattice gate
voltage,

, is brought to a sufficiently positive or negative bias. It is likely that the dielectric

superlattice strength is locally much higher near the moiré induced secondary Dirac peaks due to
a diminished DOS in these regions. As explained in Chapter 3.3.2, the dielectric superlattice
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potential is stronger when the quantum capacitance of the system is lower, since it results from a
carrier density modulation. Unfortunately, we are limited in our ability to observe a given set of
peaks at both positive and negative gate voltages,

, due to dielectric breakdown
= +4 1 are only

considerations. For this reason, the dielectric superlattice induced peaks near
measurable at

> 0, while induced peaks near

= −4 1 are only measurable at

Focusing on the more clearly resolved set of peaks near
in) we see, in order of diminishing strength, peaks at
and

= −41.5 15 234 at

= −4 1 (Figure 4.5 left zoom-

= −27.7 15 234 ,

, and ∆ = −11.9

, respectively. Near the

peak (Figure 4.5 right zoom-in), we can only discern two peaks clearly:
= +40.6 15 234 at
∆ = +12.2

= −20.1 15 234 ,

= −60 . These peaks are offset from primary

, ∆ = 14.3

by ∆ = 5.0

= +60 . These are offset from

< 0.

= −4 1 peak

= +4 1 satellite

= +25.9 15 234 and

= +4 1 by ∆ = −5.8

and

, respectively.

A natural explanation for these peaks is band folding centered around the secondary
Dirac points. Naively, we might expect peaks at

= ±4 1 ± 4

were this the case, but this is

not what we observe. However, the set of dielectric superlattice induced peaks around
−4 1 and

= +4 1 do seem to mirror each other. Specifically, the peak at

mirrors that at
+4 1 + 12.2

= +4 1 − 5.8

and the peak at

= −4 1 − 11.9

=

= −4 1 + 5.0

mirrors that at

=

. Studies of degeneracy in the moiré mini Dirac bands may offer an explanation.

An STM study of the satellite peaks in a moiré system, has shown through temperature variation,
that the electron side satellite peak ( = +4 1 ) has a 12-fold degeneracy while the hole side
peak ( = −4 1 ) retains graphene’s 4-fold degeneracy [4]. Additionally, various theoretical
models have also shown the formation of an additional 3-fold degeneracy on the electron side
due to the formation of three distinct mini-Dirac points at the hexagonal Brillion zone
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edges [2,5,6]. This 12-fold degeneracy may partially explain the existence of dielectric
superlattice induced peaks at a distance ~12

from the moiré induced satellite peaks, although,

the expectation is that this degeneracy only exists on the electron side. Given the complexity of
the moiré induced Dirac cone replica band structure, a satisfactory explanation of these features
will likely require a comprehensive model including all the relevant lattice potentials.

4.2 Fractal mini-band formation in magnetic field
4.2.1 Low field response: Bloch subbands

Figure 4.6: (a) Triangular superlattice device longitudinal resistivity, <== , under superlattice
voltage potential

50 plotted against normalized supercell flux filling, Φ⁄Φ ∝ 6, and

normalized carrier density, ⁄

. (b) Diagram showing of lines minimized resistance in (a)

indicating Landau and fractal gaps.
A characteristic sign of Hofstadter fractal quantization under a magnetic field is the
presence of secondary fans in magnetoresistance in addition to the central Landau fan. Our
triangular device shows this signature clearly for a superlattice gate voltage,
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50 .

Longitudinal resistivity, along with a diagram of the visible induced gaps is presented in Fig. 4.6.
This data is plotted against n/n0 and 7⁄7 in accordance with Bloch subband formation due to a
magnetic perturbation. 7⁄7 = 1 at 3.0 T, making the maximum plotted field at 7⁄7 = 1.4
only 4.2 T. Since the superlattice potential is so weak, the magnetic potential begins to dominate
at even these low fields, invalidating a Bloch band centered interpretation. Still, we see a clear
secondary fan centered at carrier density, ⁄

= 4.

Figure 4.7: Triangular superlattice device longitudinal resistivity, <== , under superlattice voltage
potentials (a)

0 and (b)

50 , respectively.

Figure 4.7 shows how the device resistivity changes for alternate superlattice gate
voltages. As we would expect, the secondary fans disappear at
resistances around ⁄

fan at

⁄

0 which abate for 7⁄7 8 1.2 indicate there is some residual
50V a secondary fan develops at ⁄

perturbation. At
4 at

0V. However, the large

4 (Fig 4.7 b), mirroring the

50 (Fig 4.6 a). In fact, there is a high degree of mirror symmetry
50 and

between the magnetoresistance of the device at

50 for 7⁄7 9 0.4,

which aligns with the expected band inversion for negative superlattice voltages. The existence
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of a secondary peak on only one side of the Dirac point follows from the asymmetry of the
triangular band structure in Figure 4.2 (c). On only one side are the 1st and 2nd bands well
separated, forming clear mini-Dirac cones [7].

Figure 4.8: Square superlattice device longitudinal resistivity, log <== , under superlattice
voltage potential
⁄

= +50 . The moiré superlattice induces a satellite fan centered near

38.
The satellite fans near 6

0 resulting from the dielectric superlattice are less

distinguished in the square lattice device, though the moiré satellite peak on the electron side is
clear (Fig 4.8). It may be that the moiré potential disrupts clear subband formation, as discussed
in 4.1.4. Since the patterned periodicity is so large, is takes a clean sample to distinguish satellite
peaks from the central peak even in a device without a moiré potential. Another possible
explanation is the high degree of band overlap within the theoretically expected band structure
for a square lattice perturbation on graphene (Figure 4.3 c). Similar to the triangle device, where
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the secondary cone is missing on one side, this overlap obscures the signature of secondary
dirac-like mini-bands on both sides of the Dirac point.
4.2.2 High field response: Landau subbands

Figure 4.9: Longitudinal resistivity, log <== , of the (a) triangular and (b) square superlattice
device, respectively, under superlattice voltage potential

= +50 . Resistivity is plotted

against inverse flux filling, ϕ ⁄ϕ, and Landau level filling, D. Different fractal mini-gaps are
present in each owing to their different superlattice geometries.
Our data is better plotted against Landau filling factor due to the dominating Landau
energies at magnetic fields above a few Tesla [8–10]. In Figure 4.9, magnetic resistance is
plotted against Landau filling, D, and ϕ ⁄ϕ in accordance with the presence of strong Landau
band formation. The maximum magnetic field measured for Fig. 4.9 is 15T (ϕ ⁄ϕ
significantly higher than that in Figs. 4.6-4.8 for which the max is 4.2T (ϕ⁄ϕ

0.2),

1.4). At the

densities and superlattice voltage depicted in these plots, we estimate the superlattice coupling to
be with the range 10-25meV (Chapter 3.3.2). The initial Landau gap energy is 60meV at only
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3Tesla (Φ⁄Φ = 1) and grows as ΔF ∝ √6 ∝ HΦ⁄Φ . Therefore, the gaps at full fillings of
the Landau bands dominate the spectrum leading to strong Rxx minima at D = 2

4 ( ∈ J).

Figure 4.10: Diagrams of expected gaps (in white) of the (a) triangular and (c) square superlattice
systems, according to theoretical modeling. Longitudinal resistivity plots, log <== , of (b)
triangular and (d) square superlattice systems, under superlattice voltage potential

50 .

Lines of minimized resistance plotted for easy comparison with expected gaps in the system.
Non-conventional Hofstadter induced mini-gaps follow non-vertical lines, K L 0. The modeled
magnetic spectra for these systems were generated by Pilkyung Moon at New York University in
Shanghai and New York.
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In Figure 4.10, I present our theoretically expected gaps for a graphene system under the
applied lattice potentials. Marked in dotted lines are prominent gaps we see in both the model
and experiment. Most of these gaps are parametrized by K = ±4, though there are some visible
gaps in the triangular device for K = ±8. The most prominent gaps expected by theory are also
those present in our experimentally realized system. Furthermore, we see different gap structure
in the square and triangular lattice devices. A clear difference between the two measured
spectra, which match our models, is in the fractal mini-gaps within the higher Landau levels, D ∈
18, 30 . In the triangular lattice device, the dominant gaps here correspond to K = −4, giving
them the opposite slope as the gaps in the square lattice device for which K = +4.
That we can actually distinguish between the lattice symmetry of the two systems
through magnetotransport is perhaps the most prominent result of this work. As explained in
Chapter 1.4.1, there have been signs of Hofstadter quantization in previous measurements of
artificial superlattice systems. However, those results have been limited to the common traits of
any superlattice induced fractal spectrum: resistance oscillations at fractional values of ϕ⁄ϕ =
M/O [11–13]. Apart from the moiré system, where the lattice geometry is completely fixed, in no
other 2DES system has the Hofstadter spectrum been mapped with such clarity.
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4.2.3 Hall conductance

Figure 4.11: Hall conductance, 1⁄<=P , of the (a) triangular and (b) square superlattice devices.
(c, d) Diagram of expected gaps from theoretical models of the corresponding systems, colored
by the expected Hall conductance, Q=P , in the gap.
In presenting transport in the system, I have not so far shown any transverse Hall
conductance. I do that here in the Figure 4.11 (and again in 4.12), presented on the same axes as
in Figure 4.9 & 4.10 (this data was taken simultaneously). Plotted, is 1⁄<=P instead of true
conductance, Q=P

4
<=P ⁄ <==

4
<=P
, because <== only muddles the quantization, as it is not

well zeroed within the gaps. This data is presented with the same theoretically expected fractal
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gaps as in Figure 3.10 as well, colored by R, the expected Hall conductance within the gap [14–
16]. While certain fractal gaps can be traced within the color map of transverse conductance, it is
not as helpful for mapping out the spectrum as using minima in <== as we do above. In general,
while we do see some instances of well quantized transverse conductance, 1⁄<=P , along fractal
gaps, that was rare in these devices. This experimental signature will hopefully improve with
device quality as our use of the dielectric superlattice system continues.
4.2.4 Superlattice strength modulation

Figure 4.12: Plots of the quantized conductance values Q== and Q=P (in units
of the superlattice strength, controlled by
(Φ ⁄Φ

0.54) under (a)

4⁄

S) as functions

. Q== (dashed line) and Q=P (solid line) at 6

50V and (c)

5.5

20V, respectively. Plateaus in Q=P , are
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labeled by gap parameters, K, R . (b) Q== as a function of superlattice gate voltage,

, showing

the evolution between (a) and (c). As the superlattice strength diminishes, fractal mini-gaps (K ≠
0) disappear. (d) Q== at

= +50V, with dashed line showing position of data in (a). (e) Q== at

= 0V.
Figure 4.12 shows the quantized transverse conductance, Q=P , in the triangular lattice
device at a field 6 = 5.5 T (ϕ ⁄ϕ =0.54). When the superlattice gate is biased to

= +50 ,

we see Q=P quantization and Q== minimization for gaps K ≠ 0, as labeled on the plot, separate
from neighboring K = 0 gaps. As the superlattice gate bias is lowered, fractal gaps disappear,
= +20 . The evolution of Q== with

leading to conventional Landau quantization at

is

plotted as well, allowing us so see the spectrum continuously evolve with lattice strength.
While we do see some repeating Hall conductance plateaus due to fractal quantization,
we do not see the sequence breaking or non-monotonicity present in moiré systems [3,7,17]. The
primary reason for this difference is that the periodicity is much larger which causes the
supercell density in these patterned superlattices to be about 8 times less than in a moiré lattice.
The smaller supercell density effectively places fractal mini-gaps about 8 times closer together in
density where disorder broadening can effectively destroy smaller gaps. Therefore, we only see
the largest fractal gaps, with K = ±4, which will not break the sequence. However, in the
triangular device we do see Q== minimization for K = ±8 gaps at high field, where the
degeneracy of fractal states is sufficiently high. At these positions, it is probable that Hall
plateau sequence breaking could appear with some device improvement.
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4.2.5 Lattice geometry

Figure 4.13: Resistivity, <== , of the (a) triangular and (b) square superlattice devices,
respectively. Dashed boxes outline the 2nd and 3rd Landau levels in the region ϕ ⁄ϕ 9 1. The
fractal subbands of a single landau level for the corresponding lattice geometries are given in (c)
and (d), Reprinted from Claro’s 1979 publication and Wannier’s 1978 publication [8,9]. Insets:
Spatial plots of the corresponding periodic potentials; 3-D versions in Fig 3.15.
The measured spectrum of our triangular and square lattice devices highlights an
important difference between the two geometries. In fact, at the same time Hofstadter was
publishing the fractal spectrum for a square lattice, his contemporaries were comparing the
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square and triangular lattice magnetic spectra [9]. What we see in our data matches the fractal
spectra they computed those many decades ago.
The theoretical spectra, in Fig. 4.13 c, d describe a single Landau level which breaks
degeneracy through the lattice perturbation [8–10]. Hofstadter named these sub-spectra, “unit
cells” of the fractal spectrum. Therefore, the energies, F ∗ , map onto Landau level fillings for a
single Landau level, D ∈ V6,10W and D ∈ V10,14W, which are bounded by a dashed box in the plot.
Within these regions we see a clear single diagonal gap through the Landau levels in the
triangular device. In the square device however, we see indications of two crossing gaps, albeit
less clearly.
Computationally, these “unit cells” are derived from the simplest, lowest order form of
their respective lattice potentials (Fig. 4.13 c, d insets). Additionally, these original spectra were
calculated for a free electron dispersion unlike graphene’s linear dispersion. The actual
experimental potentials contains many higher order Fourier components, though of lesser
strength. Interestingly however, the lowest order component has an exponentially higher effect
on the spectrum, as show in Chapter 1.3.5. A primary difference between these lowest order
components of the two lattice potentials is that the square lattice is completely symmetric in sign,
whereas the triangular lattice is not (Fig. 3.15). An intuitive explanation, is that the square lattice,
having equal potential maxima and minima, can host equally well, states of opposite chirality.
The triangular lattice however has strong maxima only, breaking this symmetry.
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Chapter 5: Future Outlook
Our initial goal in fabricating a patterned superlattice device, was to observe Hofstadter’s
butterfly spectrum in a more tunable system than the hBN/graphene moiré system we had been
studying. We met that goal, and in doing so were able to compare the spectra of triangular and
square lattices in experiment as well as observe the formation of a fractal band structure with
increasing superlattice strength. Though, in many ways this work was a proof of concept for a
more general set of systems which patterned lattices can help realize. This level of device
quality is unprecedented for patterned 2DEG systems, allowing study of a wide variety of lattice
induced effects. Here I discuss these possibilities as well as device improvements going forward.

5.1 Design improvements
As our group continues this research, we hope to resolve fractal mini-gaps with greater
clarity by improving our device quality. In the triangular device, the mean free path,
ℎ ⁄2

=

, calculated from transport, exceeds the device width of 4µm at high density,

indicating ballistic transport across the device, consistent with expectation for an hBN
encapsulated graphene 2DEG [1]. However, the experience of our group in measuring small
fractional quantum Hall induced gaps, is that neither this metric nor mobility, is completely
predictive in the quality of a device for these purposes. The extension of the mean free path to
match the dimensions of the device, was a landmark passed with the development of the dry van
der Waals stacking technique [1]. Since then, our group has improved on the basic graphene
heterostructure and in doing so observed more fragile gaps in magnetoresistance [2].
A central improvement in these heterostructures has been the integration of graphite gates
into the stack, which screen the effect of impurities from reaching the graphene 2DEG.
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Unfortunately, in these dielectric devices, any conductive medium between the graphene and
etched SiO2 lattice, would destroy the superlattice effect, prohibiting the use of graphite below
the graphene 2DEG for a local gate. However, we hope to see an improvement in our
measurements by using graphite top gates in these structures over the metal gates used for the
presented data. Graphite gates can also be employed to dope our contacts, lowering contact
resistance and increasing our measurement sensitivity.
The disorder induced by impurities in the etched SiO2 dielectric may remain an
unavoidable disadvantage of the patterned SiO2 structures. A natural solution could be to pattern
dielectric materials internal to the heterostructures, like hBN flakes. This would allow for
graphite gates both above and below the graphene/dielectric stacks, potentially lowering disorder
even more. However, patterning hBN flakes is significantly more cumbersome than bare SiO2,
likely leading to lower quality lattices in general. Moreover, the ability to clean these flakes nondestructively would present new challenges. For these reasons, our immediate focus will be to
continue with the etched SiO2 lattices for future projects.

5.2 New lattices symmetries
Studying alternate lattice symmetries in this system is a natural extension of this research
given the control e-beam lithography gives us shaping the dielectric. Research in 1-D lattices
using this technique is already underway. There have been multiple predictions about graphene
specifically under a 1-D superlattice potential. One of these predications is that, due to the
chirality of charge carriers in graphene, their group velocity becomes anisotropically
renormalized under a suitably strong potential, leading to divergent device resistances in the
directions perpendicular and parallel to the 1-D periodicity [3,4]. Another is that under magnetic
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field, the degeneracy of Landau levels can be increased by multiplies of 2

1(

0, 1, 2 …

through the generation of addition zero-energy Dirac points in the band structure, changing the
sequence of quantum Hall plateaus [5–7].

Figure 5.1: (a) Square lattice of holes, with pitch, , and associated superlattice density,

. (b)

Two different hole diameters are employed to create two sub-lattices. The superlattice cell
density is half that in (a),

. (c) The predicted

, as function of carrier density /

,

for a graphene system affected by the dielectric superlattice described in (b).
In our own collaboration with theorists Pilkyoung Moon and Mikito Koshino, who
modeled our current systems, we considered alternate 2-D lattice geometries which could be
patterned into a dielectric superlattice. Figure 5.1 (c) depicts the modeled

for a graphene

superlattice system with a square lattice consisting of two sub-lattices (Fig 5.1 b). This sublattice effect can be achieved in this system, by varying the lithographically defined hole
diameter during electron-beam fabrication. From our models, we expect to see a clear band
separation at ⁄

8, resulting in a strongly diminished

and secondary Dirac peaks

centered at the main Dirac K points. Such a result would highlight the variety of arrays possible
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using this dielectric superlattice design.

Figure 5.2: Reprinted from Hatakeyama’s original 1987 publication (a) Penrose tiling, consisting
of fat and thin rhombuses. (b) Integrated

predicted in this system (atomic sites are taken as

vertices of the tiling).
The dielectric superlattice design may also be beneficial in the study of quasiperiodic
lattices. The Penrose tiling lattice is a 2-D quasicrystal which has already garnered attention due
to the Nobel prize winning discovery of similar Al alloy quasicrystals with 5-fold symmetry,
characterized by x-ray diffraction [8]. The Penrose tiling is composed of repeating fat and thin
rhombuses, which fill the lattice with relative areas in the Golden ratio, (1 + √5)⁄2 [9]. If one
constructs a lattice from the vertices of the pattern, that lattice, while non-periodic, produces a
diffraction pattern with sharp Bragg spots, indicating long-range order [10]. Electronically, there
is expected to be many localized zero-energy eigenstates in the spectrum surrounded by energy
gaps [11,12]. The ability to pattern these quasiperiodic potentials directly onto a high mobility
graphene 2DEG is an exciting opportunity. However, the peculiarities of the linear graphene
band structure must be taken into account and potentially other conductive mediums considered.
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5.3 Alternate measurement schemes
While the measurements presented in this dissertation are almost strictly that of transport
through a Hall bar, the dielectric lattice system can be measured multiple ways. For instance, a
Corbino device, where one strictly measures device resistance in the direction of propagation,
$%% , may produce clearer spectra. The Corbino device geometry allow the measurement of the
system’s bulk resistance without the existence of edge channels in parallel. Recent quantum Hall
measurements in our group using this this geometry have highlighted the quality of data this
device geometry can offer.
Apart from transport, this system can also benefit from local measurements such as STM
(Scanning Tunneling Microscopy). STM allows a more direct measurement of the

in the

system than transport provides, potentially offering a measure of the degeneracy within Dirac
mini-bands, as was done in the moiré system [13]. This would be especially helpful in
explaining the unique set of satellite peaks seen in devices with both a moiré and dielectric
superlattice potential (Chapter 4.1.4). Furthermore, the large periodicity in these devices should
allow for more clear spatial resolution in characterizing the superlattice induced band structure.
Unfortunately, any local measurement will likely suffer from the necessary absence of a top gate,
which we use to tune the electron density in the system independently from the superlattice
potential.
The dielectric superlattice graphene devices are also an interesting system in which to
study the propagation of plasmons through scattering-type scanning near-field optical
microscopy (s-SNOM). Similar measurements have been taken in moiré graphene systems,
where the generation of Dirac mini-bands change the conductivity spectra due to transitions
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between these bands and the main Dirac cones [14]. At Fermi energies where these transitions
occur, changes in the conductivity spectra alter the character of plasmons propagating through
the system. Such effects are likely to be found in the dielectric superlattice system where similar
Dirac mini-bands exist.
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